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ABSTRACT

The results of measurements of internal partial dìscharge intens'ity

generaì'ly are used to assess the risk of failure of electrical insula-

tion due to internal discharges. However, w'ith the use of present

definitions of d'ischarge ìntensity, there is as yet inadequate informa-

tion for specifying acceptable level s of intensity.

The effectjveness of Índicators of discharge intensity has been

checked while maintainÍng "similar conditions" at all dischargÍng cav'i-

ties beìonging to a set of insulation arrangements. Each arrangement

consists of solíd insulation with one air-fjlled cavity. A new, non-

measurable quantity, the average discharge current transferred across

the discharging cavity, has been introduced and jts value is used to

check if "similar conditions" exist in the cav'ity. Furthermore, a new

and more accurate pattern of recurrence of discharges has been used to

'ident'ify four groups of discharges, which in turn leads to a new

defjnition of discharge'intensìty.

The resul ts of computati ons of theoreti cal val ues of the new and

presentìy used indicators are presented. Theoretical values of two most

common'ly used indicators are compared with pubì ished experìmental

results. The advantages associated with the use of the new definition

are expì ai ned.

The results of computations ind'icate that, as an indicator, the new

proposed definitjon of discharge ìntens'ity is relat'iveìy free from dis-

advantages assocjated w'ith presently exìst'ing indjcators.
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CHAPTER I

I NT RODU CT T ON

i.1 BACKGROUND, MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVE

A partiaì discharge is an electric discharge that partially bridges

the insulation between conductors. These discharges may, or may not,

occur adjacent to a conductor. The partia'ì discharge that occurs in

inclusions or cavities in a dielectric is called an internal partiaì

discharge or just an internal discharge. Internal discharges in'insula-

tion occur commonìy in gas-filled cav'ities. If these discharges occuri

in cavities in dieìectrics, they cause progressive reduction of the

electric strength with time. Internal discharges may cause progressive

degradation of insul ation by erosion or chemical degradation, and

ultimate failure of insulation may be caused by tree propagatÍon or

cumulative heating t1l. Measurements of discharge intensity are made

for assess'ing the relative resistance of materials to internal dis-

charges.

It 'is of great pract'ical importance to def i ne preci se'ly the term

" i nternal parti aì di scharge i ntensi ty" . Measurements of di scharge

intensity are carried out to assess the risk of failure of electrical

insulation by the action of internal discharges. However, there is as

yet inadequate informatjon for specifying acceptable levels of discharge

intensity for many types of insulation and service conditions t1l.

Therefore, the introduction of a new definition of discharge'intensity

may lead to a better ìnterpretatíon of the results of measurements.

The objectì ve of thi s thesi s i s to propose a new defi ni ti on of



i nternal Partiaì

relatìveìY free

i ndi cators. The

new indicators of

di scharge ì ntens'itY wh'ich,

f rom d'isadvantages associ ated

new defj ni tj on i s comPri sed of

di scharge i ntensi tY ProPosed

2

as an i ndi cator, wì 1 ì be

wj th presentlY ex'i sti ng

the val ues of two of the

in this work.

t.2 MA.]OR PROCEDURES EMPLOYED IN THE THESIS

The 'i nternal di scharges analyzed i n thi s thesi s occur under the

applìcation of a'lternating voltage to solid insulation arrangements'

each arrangement consistìng of one aìr-filled cavity. The cavities are

disc shaped with the diameter of the disc exceeding its th'ickness' The

field in the cav'itY is uniform.

such a choice is iustified from three points of view' Fjrst, it is

'important to carry out such studies under uniform field conditions'

Secondìy, it allows the calculation of the inceptìon vo'ltage of dis-

charges, vj, with good accuracy. Lastly, the electric stress concentra-

tion factor, €s, for such types of cavities is equa'l to €r, the relative

permittivity of the solid insulation, and'is hìgher than the factor

whìch is obtained with ejther a spherical cavity or a disc shaped cav'ity

whose thickness exceeds its dìameter'

In order to check the effectiveness of an i ndi cator of Partì al di s-

are maì ntai ned at al I the d'is-charge i ntens'ity , " simi I ar condi ti ons"

charging cavities belonging to a set

f acil itate th'is, a new' nonmeasurabl e

duced. Ic is the average discharge

of i nsul ati on arrangements. To

quanti ty, Ic, has been i ntro-

current transferred across the

discharging cavity and 'its value may

condi ti ons" do exi st.

be used to check i f "simi I ar



Aìso, a new and more accurate pattern of recurrence of discharges,

i ntroduced earlier work 12), has been used. From thÍs recurrence

pattern, four groups of di scharges have been i denti fi ed. Such a

grouping leads to a new definition of discharge intensity.

Theoretical values of the new and presently used indicators have

been computed for a seri es of i nsul ati on arrangements representÍ ng

ìaboratory model insulation. Theoretical values of two most commonly

used indicators have been compared with pubìished experimenta'l results.

The advantages associated with the use of the new definitÍon of dis-

charge intensity have been expìained.

1.3 OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

The importance of studies of internal partial discharge intensity,

the objective of this thesis, and the procedures emp'loyed to achieve the

objective, are brÍefly explained in this chapter.

in Chapter II the phenomena associated w'ith internal partiaì dis-

charges are discussed.

Chapter III presents the analysis of recurrence of d'ischarges,

which results in the grouping of discharges.

In Chapter IV the present'ly used definitions of discharge intensity

are presented, new quant'ities are proposed and a new definition of dis-

charge jntensity is introduced.

Chapter V covers the procedures of computations of theoretical

values of the new and presentìy used'indicators of discharge intensity.

Chapter VI presents the evaluation of the new and presently used

indicators of discharge intensity, carried out for a set of insulatjon

arrangements.

a

in



4

In Chapter V.I I the resul ts of computations are compared wi th

recently pub'lished experimental results.

The advantages associated with use of the new definition of dis-

charge intensity are exp'lained ìn Chapter ViII.

F.inal conclusions, ffiôjor contributions and suggestions for further

research are stated ìn ChaPter IX.

.!:,,

I
1:ì.



CHAPTER II

INTERNAL PARTIAL DISCHARGES

2.1 INTRODUCT ION

In this chapter the phenomena associated wjth internal discharges

are di scussed.

Different methods of computìng the breakdown voltage of air in a

cavity are reviewed. The commonly used equivalent circujt of a

dielectric is described and the commonly used pattern of recurrence of

di scharges i s exPl ai ned.

2.2 BREAKDOWN STRENGTH OF GAS-FILLED CAVITY

The dielectric properties of inclusions or cavities in insulation

are usualìy inferior to those of the insulat'ion t3l. If the voltage

appìied to insulatjon just exceeds the voltage necessary to initiate

d.i scharges 'i n i ncl usi ons or cav'itj es ì n i nsul atj on, dì scharges wj I l

occur after a certain time lag [S]. Internal discharges may occur upon

appì'ication of alternating voltage, direct voltage and also single

impul ses tll . In th'i s thesi s, i nternal di scharges occurri ng, due to

application of alternating voìtage, in gas (namely air) filled cavjties

i n sol i d i nsul ati on, wi I I be consì dered.

The elect¡ic stress in a gas-filled cavity depends on jts shape and

dimensions, on the relative permittivity e. of the surrounding insula-

t.ion and on the ìnhomogeneity of the electrjc field. The dielectric

strength of a 9as-filled cavity depends on the type of gas in it, jts

pressure, and the cavity dimensions. The discharges occur between the

ir
.i..

I
l':

::r:
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cavi ty wal I s at about the same voì tage as woul d be requi red between

equaìly spaced metal electrodes [3,4]. The discharge inception vo'ltage

may therefore be found by appìicat'ion of Paschen's Law [4]. The voltage

necessary to initiate discharges can be pred'icted to about !15% when

aì ternat'i ng voì tage i s app'l i ed to di scs contai ni ng a cy'l i ndr j cal fl at

cavity perpend'icul ar to the field iil. In this case the cavity i s

stressed at e¡ times the stress in the surrounding dìelectric. However,

the actual breakdown strength of the cavity may vary considerably from

that predicted, due to the effect of semiconducting layers on the cavity

walls and static charges, either produced when the cavity was formed or

left from previous discharges.

The breakdown strength of air as a function of pressure and

electrode spacing is Shown in Fig. 2.i isl.

The breakdown voltage, V5¿, of air as a function of pressure p and

electrode spacing t can also be calculated for a wide range of pt values

using formula (2.1) from recent literature [6]; the computed values of

V5¿ are accurate to about t3% of the measured val ues

Bpt (2.1)vu¿
ln(pt) + K

where: B = 2737.5 V/kpa-cm,

K is a function of pt as shown in Table 2.I.

Fig. 2.2, [6], compares the "PaSchen curves," for different gases'

obtai ned experimental ly and by appl 'i cati on of formul a ( 2 .1 ) .

In earlier works [7,8] a linear approxìmation was used to compute

the values of the breakdown voltage, V5¿, of air in the cav'ity, as a
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Approximation of V5¿

Table 2.1

K for Air as a Function of Pt [6J

Tabl e 2.2

of Air as a Function of t at I atm

pt
IkPa-cm]

K

t-l

0.0133 - 0.2 2'0583 (Pt)-o 'r724

0.2 100 3.5134 (Pt)o'0s99

t
Imm]

vu¿ = f( t)
Iv 1 peak) J

0.01 - 0.1 333 + 6670 t

0.1 - 1 620 + 3880 r

I -10 1600 + 2840 t
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function of the cavity depth t at a pressure

tion is shown in Table 2.2.

The breakdown strength of ai r i n a spheri caì cavi ty has been

reported in [5] and the results were used in partjaì discharge tests to

determine the app'lied voltage [91. This breakdown strength is shown in

Fig. 2.3.

The electric stresses in elìiptic cyìindrical and oblate spheroidal

gas-fílled cavities were considered in Ii0] and the formuìae, relatjng

electric stress in the cavity to applied voìtage and geometry of the

cavity, rvere obtained neg'lecting the effects of volume and surface con-

ductivities of the cavities. If either of these conductivitjes is appre-

ciable the electric stress in the cavity may be significantly reduced.

The effect of geometry and orientation of cavity on the stress con-

centration factor, €s, for cavities of simpìe geometrica'l shapes is

shown in Fig. 2.a [11.

2.3 EQUTVALENT CiRCUIT

The behaviour of internal discharges with alternating voltage can

be described conveniently w'ith the aid of the commonly used equivaìent

circu'it shown in Fig. 2.5 u,2,3,5,7,8,11,12,13,14,151. The capacitance

of the cavìty is represented by Cc, the capacitance of the dielectric in

series with Cç is represented by C5, and the capacitance of the rest of

the dielectric is represented by Ca.

COMMONLY USED PATTERN OF RECURRENCE OF DISCHARGES

$lìÈ

2.4

Fig.2.6 t5l shows the high voìtage V¿* across the dielectric, the
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F'ig. 2.6: Recurrence of j nternal dì scharges [5] -
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voltage V* across the cavity, the fictitious vo'ltage Vc across the

cavity in the absence of djscharges, and the current impulses associated

with individual discharges; the usefulness of these ìmpulses is demon-

strated 'i n Secti on 3 .4 .

l,Jhen the voì tage V* reaches the di scharge i ncepti on vol tage for the

cavity, Vi+, a discharge occurs in the cavity; Vi+ may be found from the

"Paschen curve." Then, the voltage V* drops to the discharge extinction

vo'ì tage for the cavi ty, Ve*, vJhen the di scharge exti ngui shes. Thi s

voltage drop takes pìace in less than 10-7 s; compared with the duratjon

of a 60 Hz sine wave the voltage drop may be regarded as a step function

tsl. After d'ischarge extinction, the voltage V* across the cavity rises

to Vi* again when the next discharge occurs. This happens several

times, after which the applied voltage Vu* decreases and the voltage V*

decreases until it reaches Vi- when a new discharge occurs. In this way

a series of reguìarìy recurrent discharges will be found. The voìtage

V* across the cavity is determined by the superposition of the external

electric fjeld and the field of the surface charges on the cavity walls

due to the last discharge. It is often assumed [5] that the voltages Vi

and Vu and the voltage drop AVq are polarity independent, namely: V.¡+ =

Vi-, Ve+ = Ve , and AVc+ = ÂVc-. The above relations are also assumed

i n thi s thesi s.

The vo'ltage drop ÂVc which occurs across the cavity because of

appearance of internal discharge is expressed by

avc = vi - ve (2'2)

where: Vi is the jnternal discharge ìnception voltage between opposìte

wal I s of the cavi ty,
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Vs is the dìscharge extinction voltage across the

As in [7,8] it ìs assumed that

AVç = kVi

where k is a discharge coefficient, 0 ( k < 1'

It follows from Q.Ð and (2.3) that the voìtage V.

Ve = (1-k) vi

It may be obta'ined, as in [2], from Fig' 2'6 that

.internal di scharges per cycl e of al ternati ng vol tage 'is

i=4m*

where m* is the largest integer whìch satisfies

-ve 
=

vc-vevc

cavi ty.

(2.3)

ì s equa'l to

Q.4)

the number i of

(2.5)

(2.6\

(2.7 )

(2.8)

(2.e)

m*<:ì:
!r:ì

I
Ìì
ììi
t:

I

vi-ve
and Vç is the Peak va'lue of Vç.

0n the basis of the equivalent c'ircuit of Fig' 2'5 the peak value

of the vol tage Vs ì s equa'l to [ 13]

û.= cb 
tu

Cc+Cb

where ûu it the peak value of V¿-

An i nd.i vj dual i nternal di scharge causes the voì tage drops ÂVc

across the cavity and av¿ across the d'ielectric between the electrodes;

it ìs aìso responsible for the voltage gainÀv5 across the d'ielectric in

series with the cavity. 0n the basis of the equiva]ent circuit of Fig'

2.5,^Va andÂv5 are expressed as the following functions ofÀvc [13]

AVa =cb AVc

AVc

AVc

and

Cb+Ca

ca
avb =

cb+ca

.L
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2.5 SUMMARY

The available methods from literature of computing the breakdown

voì tage of ai r i n a cavi ty have been presented. The method to be

employed in computations will be chosen in Chapter V.

The commonly used equivaìent circuit of a dielectric, which will be

used throughout this thesis, has been descríbed and the assoc'iated com-

monly used pattern of recurrence of discharges explained. This pattern

will be criticalìy examined in the next chapter.

li:

t:
.ir.

ì_-'r:

ì:.1

¡l
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CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF RECURRENCE OF DISCHARGES

3.1 I NT RODUCT I ON

In thi s chapter a cri tical ana'lysi s

recurrence of discharges is carried out.

energy states, a new and more accurate

charges, introduced in earlier work [2],

This pattern of recurrence is used

charges.

of the commonìy used pattern of

Based on three characteristic

pattern of recurrence of dis-

is explained.

to identify four groups of dis-

!ì

3.2 THREE CHARACTERiSTIC ENERGY STATES

The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2.5 is common'ly used ìn the

literature [1 ,3,5,7,8,11 ,L2,L3,14,15] together with the pattern of

recurrence of i nternal di scharges shown i n Fi g. 2 -6 . The formul ae

(2.5) , (?.6) and Q.7) correctly describe the process of a discharge.

However, as shown in earlier work [2], use of these formulae in combina-

tion with the pattern of recurrence of internal discharges, Fig.2.6,

leads to the conclusion that the energy balance of the discharges is not

satisfied. The energy balance was calculated by comparing the energy

dissipated due to the dìscharges with the energy suppìied from the

vol tage source, for one cycl e of al ternat'i ng vo'ì tage.

In earlier work l?J, three characteristic energy states were pro-

posed. The assumptìon was made that the time intervals between these

states for an j nd'iv j dual dì scharge are negì i gì b'ly short when the appì'ied

vo1 tage has a frequency of ei ther 50 Hz or 60 l1z; the voì tage drops or

L
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gajns between these states may therefore be regarded as step functions.

It þras shown in l2l that this assumption does not affect the energy

balance of the discharges.

The energy states are [2]:

(i) state (just) before the occurrence of a discharge,

(ij) state (just) after the occurrence of a discharge,

(iii) state (just) after recharging of the jnsulation from the

vol tage source.

These energy states are illustrated in F'i9.3.1 and the associated

quantities are shown in Table 3.1 [2].

After the discharge extinction the vo'ltage source compensates for

the voltage drop ÂV¿, across the dielectric, which is caused by the dìs-

charge, and the vo'ltage gain across the dielectric due to its recharg-

ìng, av¿¡, is equaì to av¿. This equaìity is used in Table 3.1. The

recharging of the insulation from the voìtage source also produces the

vol tage gai ns ÀVcr across the cavì ty and ÂV5¡ across the d'iel ectri c i n

seri es wi th the cav'ity IZ] . 0n the basi s of the equi vaì ent ci rcu'it of

Fig. 2.5, ÀVç¡ and AV5¡ can be expressed as follows [2]

C5
ÂvarÂVcr =

Cc+Cb

= cb 
Âva

C.+C¡

and

(3.1)

cc

cc+

cc

AVar

AVa

C6

,&ì
.:iË.

Àvbr =

Cc+Cb
(3.2)
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a) state ( i )

b) state (ii)

aV. I

aV¡ +

I
T

+

T

fu.5Ll I

IuoÐ*l

r r---lLJ'.ilI I

1,,Ð*l

,,Ijnfl-l 
I

1,,Ð*i ravo

c) state ('ii i )

aV.
aV.,'

aVu
AV¡'.

Fì g . 3 .1 : Il I ustrati on of three
occurrence of a discharge, b)
charge, and c) (just) after
vol tage source.

t Avo

I aVo.

energy states: a) (just) before the
(just) after the occurrence of a dis-

recharg'i ng of the i nsul ati on from the



Energy
Sta te

(i)
Before the

0ccurrence

ofa
D'ischarge

Table 3.1

Capacitance, Voltage and Energy for Three

Capac'i tance

cc

(ii)
After the

0ccurrence

ofa
Di scharge

C5

vc=vi

ca

Vb=Va-Vi

Cç

Vo'ltage

(jjj)

After
Rechargi ng

va

Cg

Vc -^Vc = Ve = V'i -ÂVc

ca

Energy States [2]

VU +AVb - Va Vi +ÂV5

Cç

va - ava

C5

Vc - 
^Vc 

+AVcr = Vi - AVc +AVç¡

ca

1^
Ec' = ZCrYi'

V5 + ÂV5 + AVbr - Va Vi + ÂV5 + AVbr

Eb'=åro(va-vi)2

Va-AVa+ÂV¿¡=V¿

1^
Ea' = 

VCuYu'

Energy

tc
irr =-Cc (Vi

1
Eb"=åto(Va-Vi+AV5)2

Ea" =åtu(va-^va)z

- avc)2

Ec
1I I I = - Cc (Vi

1

Eb"' = åto 
(Va - Vi -ÂV5 +Avbr)Z

1^
Ea"' = 

ZCuYu'

- AVc + AVcr)2

co
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The effective voltage drop Âvct across the cav'ity, due to a

charge and subsequent recharging can be expressed by

ÀVct =ÅVc -ÀVcr

= vi - úr

where V¡ is the voltage across the cavity after the recharging.

l9

di s-

(3.3)

3.3 NEt,l PATTERN OF RECURRENCE OF DISCHARGES

The three characteristic energy states illustrated in Fig.3.1 lead

to the new and more accurate pattern of recurrence of internal dis-

charges introduced 'in l2l. This pattern is shown in F'ig. 3.2 and

identified by the symboì V. Usjng this pattern of recurrence of intern-

al d1scharges it was proved l?J that the energy balance of discharges,

calculated for one cycle of alternating voìtage, is satìsfied' For

comparison, the pattern commonìy used in literature has been shown in

Fig.3.2 and identified by the symbol V*. As can be seen from F'i1.3'2,

these two patterns yi eì d di f ferent numbers of d'i scharges per cyc'le of

alternating voltage; the instants at which the discharges occur are also

different. It may be noticed that the difference between the two

patterns d'imi n j shes as the i nequa'ì i ti es C¿ >> C5 and C6 >> C6 get more

pronounced. The above 'i nequaf i ti es a re true f or mo st prac ti ca]

insulation systems but may not be true for many'laboratory model insula-

t'ion systems.

it may be obtained, l2), from the new pattern of recurrence' shown

in Fig. 3.2, that the number i of ìnternal discharges per cycle of

al ternati ng vo'l tage 'is

:L:.

i=4m (3.4 )
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vo

ÂVo=ÂVo, -._

vc

-ve
-Vr 

-,-V¡

-vc

F'ig. 3.2: Two different
voltage function V

vo'ìtage function V*

AVct
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f uncllon

Number of
dischorges

Per
¡uorter-

cycle
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rolf-
:ycle

Per
cycle

V 3 6 t2

vn 2 4 I

patterns of recurrence of internal discharges:
- new pattern;
- commonlY used pattern.

V Ï_.=' v;-"o
vct
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where m is the ìargest integer which satisfies

vc-vr Vc - vr
m< (3.5)

vi-vr ÂVct

It may be notjced that the expression on the rìght hand side of the

inequal'ity (3.5), obtained for the new pattern of recrJrrence, differs

from the expression on the rjght hand side of inequality (?.6), obtained

for the commonly used pattern of recurrence. Therefore these different

patterns, in genera'|, yield different numbers of discharges per cyc'le.

The new pattern is considered to be more accurate because it does

not violate the energy baìance of the discharges i.e. energy dissipated

per cyc'ìe due to discharges is equaì to energy suppì'ied per cyc'le by the

source. The differences in the two patterns of recurrence are due to

the inclusion, in the new pattern, of the process of recharging of the

insulation from the voìtage source. The vo'ltage gains produced by re-

charging are ÂV¿¡ across the dielectric, ÂVç¡ ôcrosS the cavity andÂVbr

across the dielectric in series with the cavity. The voltage gains ÂV¿t

and ÂVs¡ are identified in Fig. 3.?.

The djfferences between the two patterns of recurrence are even

more evident in Fig. 4.1 (in the Appendix) due to the smaller number of

discharges per cycle. This makes it easier to show, in Fig. A.1, not

onìy two different functions of voltage across the cavity: V - for the

new pattern and V* - for the commonìy used pattern, but also the differ-

ent functions of vo'ltage across the dielectric: V¿ - for the new pattern

and Va* - for the common'ly used pattern. The latter two functions

differ only during the time of occurrence of a discharge and subsequent

rechargìng; otherwise they are identical. Because of this reason and

'ìL-
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also due to the fact that !,he number of discharges per cycìe in Fig.3.2

ís'larger, the function Vu* has not been shown in that Figure. The case

of discharges shown'in Fig.4.1 has been used in the Appendix to conduct

a typicaì energy balance in order to'illustrate the effect of neglect-

ing, jn the commonìy used pattern of recurrence, insulation recharging

by the vo'ìtage source.

3.4 PROPOSED GROUPS OF DISCHARGES

As can be seen f rom Fi g. 2 .6 an i ndi v'idual 'internal di scharge i s

accompanied by either a positive or a negative current impulse which is

a measurable quantity. The occurrence of these current impuìses makes

the electrical detection and measurements of internal partiaì discharges

possibìe. In Fig. 3.2 all discharges of positive current impulses occur

in the posit'ive half-cycìe of the voìtage sine wave and all discharges

of negative current impulses occur in the negative haìf-cycìe of the

vo'ltage s'ine wave. This, however,'is not always the case. It'is there-

fore possible to identify four groups of discharges, which are shown in

Fig.3.3 where the new pattern of recurrence has been used.

The groups of di scharges w'i1'l be cl assi fied as fol I ows.

(un) - group of dìscharges of pos'itìve impulses in negative half-

cycl e: unl j ke di scharges i n negat'i ve hal f-cyc'l e;

(lp) - group of discharges of positìve impuìses in posit'ive half-

cyc'l e: I i ke di scharges ì n posi ti ve hal f-cycl e;

(up) - group of d'ischarges of negative impu'lses in positìve half-

cycle: unlike discharges 'in posìt'ive half-cycìe;

(ln) - group of dìscharges of negatìve ìmpuìses in negatìve half-
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vo

AVo=AVo¡---

vc

Vr.Y¡.v{
-Vs'i
-vc

AVct

aVc

c
o)

Jo

Fig. 3.3:
un-'lp -
up-
ln -

Four grouPs of discharges:
unlìke-disðharges in negative half-cycìe;
I i ke di schargei ì n posi ti ve hal f-cycì e;
unl i ke d'i schãrges 'i n posì ti ve hal f-cycl e ;

I i ke di scharges i n negatì ve hal f-cyc'le '

i.
!,1

,,.L

o)
(t,
o
o



cycle: like discharges

Such a grouping of discharges

pattern of recurrence is employed.

24

i n negati ve hal f-cycì e.

is also possible if the commonly used

3.5 CONCLUSi ONS

A critical anaìys'is of the commonly used pattern of recurrence of

discharges has been carried out, and, the new and more accurate pattern

of recurrence of discharges, introduced 'in earlier work [2], explained.

The new pattern is consÍdered to be more accurate because, as opposed to

the commonìy used pattern, it does not violate the energy balance of

discharges i.e. energy dissipated per cycìe due to discharges is equaì

to energy suppl i ed per cyc'le by the vo'l tage source. A typi cal energy

balance calculation is conducted in the Appendix in order to illustrate

the effect of neglecting, in the commonly used pattern of recurrence,

insulation recharging from the voltage source.

It has been noticed that the difference between the two patterns of

recurrence diminishes as the inequaìities Ca >> Cg and C6 >> Cb get more

pronounced. The above inequaìjties are true for most practica'l insula-

tion systems but may not be true for many ìaboratory model insulation

systems.

The new pattern of recurrence has been used to ìdentify four groups

of discharges: (un) - unlike discharges in negative half-cycle, (lp)

like discharges in positìve half-cycle, (up) - unlike discharges in

positive half-cycìe, and (ln) - like discharges in negatìve half-cycìe.

This group'ing wì'11 lead to a new definjtion of discharge intens'ity which

wjll be introduced in the next chapter.

iì
i:r!.
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CHAPTER IV

DEFINITiONS OF INDICATORS OF INTERNAL PARTIAL DISCHARGE INTENSITY

4.1 I NT RODUCT I ON

In this chapter the presentìy used definitions of indicators of

jnternal partíal discharge intensity are reviewed.

A new, nonmeasurable quantity, the average discharge current trans-

ferred across the dischargÍng cavity, is introduced. Moreover, based on

the identification of four groups of discharges, new ìndicators of d'is-

charge intensity are proposed.

Next, a new definition of discharge intens'ity is introduced.

4.2 PRESENTLY USED INDICATORS

Partial discharge intensity is a generaì comparative term for the

amount of partial discharge. There are several indicators of partial

di scharge i ntensi ty whi ch are quanti tati ve part'i aì di scharge para-

meters. Quantitative results of partiaì discharge measurements are

expressed in terms of one or more of these ind'icators. Indicators of

parti al di scharge i ntensi ty are specì fì ed quanti ti es defi ned as fol I ows

irol.

<1> Quantities related to individual dìscharges

<1a> Apparent charge, q

The apparent charge q of a partial discharge

if injected jnstantaneousìy between the terminals

]S

of

that charge which,

the test object,
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would momentarily change the voltage between its term'inals by the same

amount as the partiaì discharge itself. The absolute value lOl of the

apparent charge 'is often referred to as the discharge magnitude' The

apparent charge ìs expressed in coulombs'

Note.-Theapparentchargeqsodefined.isnotequaltotheamountof

charge,Qc,actuaìlytransferredacrossthedìscharg.ingcav.ity

in the djelectric. It js used because djscharge measurìng

instruments respond to this quantity'

<1b> RePeti t'i on rate, n

Thepartialdischargepu.lserepet.itionratenistheaveragenumber

of partiaì discharge pulses per second'

Note. - In practice on'ly puì ses above a specìf ied magnitude' or with'in a

specifiedrangeofmagnitudes,ilôYbeconsidered.Theresu]ts

are sometimes expressed as cumulative frequency distribution

curves of partial discharge magnitudes'

<1c> EnergY, w, of an individual discharge

Thepartiald.ischargeenergywistheenergydissipateddurìngone

individual dìscharge; it is expressed jn jou'les'

Note. - under certain assumptions regarding the electrical representa-

tìonofthephysìcalphenomenon,thisenergy.isg.iven,ìnterms

of q and Ui bY

1

w={z.iqui (4'1)
2

where: q is the measured apparent charge

Uiisthecorrespondìngvalueoftheinceptìonvoltage.



<2> Integrated quanti ti es

Fromthebasìcquantities,qandn'other

def i ned, wh'ich are characteri zed by summat'ions over

This time should be long compared with the duration

vo'ltage supp'l'ied to the test obiect'

<2a> Average dìscharge current, I

The average discharge current' I' is the sum

charge quantitìes passing through the terminals of a

parti a'l di scharges , duri ng a certai n time 'interval 
'

tìme interval:

For defi ni tion

Note that U¡ is

<2b> Quadratic rate, D

The quadratic rate, D' is

through the termi nal s of the

duri ng a certai n tirne i ntervai

27

of the 'inception voìtage, see <3> and <3a>'

g'iven as Peak val ue di vi ded oY ú'

quant'iti es can be

a time interval T.

of one cycle of the

of the recti fi ed

test object due to

T, divided bY this

r = 
1 i lqi
Tr l - lorl * lotl . "' + loilJ' G'2\

If all discharges are of equal magn'itude' , this

r = nlcl

The average dì scharge current i s expressed ì n

( ampere) .

sìmpl 'i f i es to

(4.3)

coul omb/ second

the sum of the squares of charges passì ng

test obi ect due to part'iaì di scharges '

, T, div'ided bY this time interval:

lol

L
S:. :

.,j\-



If all

D_

di scharges

<2c> Discharge power, P

The di scharge poþrer,

of the test object due

i nterva'l , T.

Thjs is given by

1

- tqrz + q22 + q32 + ...
T

are of equa'ì magnì tude,

28

(4.4)

sìmpì i fi es to

(4.5)

* qi2l

, thislol
D=nQ2

The quadratic rate is expressed in (coule¡¡5)2/second.

P,

to

is the average power fed into the terminals

partiaì discharges during a certa'in time

(4.6 )

voì tage across

q2 qi. The

1
P = - [qiUt + qZUZ + q3U3 + ... + qiU¡J

T

where: U1, U2 U1 are the jnstantaneous values of the

the test obiect at the instants of discharges q1,

average discharge power is expressed in watts.

<3> Voìtage values related to partia'l dìscharges

Vo'ltage values during partial discharge tests are usually given by

thei r peak val ues di vi ded by ú. The f ol I owi ng va'l ues are of part'icul ar

'interest.

<3a> Partjal discharge ìnception voltage, Ui

The partia'ì discharge ìnceptìon voltage Ui ìs the lowest voìtage at

which partiaì discharges exceecling a specified'intens.ity are observed,

under specified conditions, when the voltage appìied to the test object

H
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i s graduaì 'ly i ncreased from a I ower val ue at whi ch no such d'i scharges

are observed.

<3b> Partial discharge extinction voltage, U.

The partiaì discharge extinction voltage U. is the vo'ìtage at which

partiaì discharges exceeding a specified intensity cease, under speci-

fied conditions, when the voìtage is graduaììy decreased from a value

exceedÍng the inception voltage.

<3c> Assured parti a'l di scharge f ree test vo'ltage

The assured parti a'l di scharge free test vo'ìtage i s a speci fi ed

voltage appìied in a specified test procedure at which the test object

should be free from partia'l discharges exceeding a specified intensity.

The above nine specified quantities (1ô), <1b>, <1c), <2à>., <?b>,

<2c), (3ô>, <3b>, and <3c> are recommended by the International Electro-

technical Commission [16]. Five of the above quantities, nameìy (1â>,

<2â), <3ô), <3b>, and <3c> are used in the recommended practice by the

American National Standards Institute/Institute of Electrical and

El ectron'ics Engi neers [ 17] , and another two, name'ly <1c> and <2c> are

defÍned for future reference but are not used in this recommended

practice. 0f the nine quantities recommended by IEC, sìx, name'ly <1a),

<1b>, <1c>, 12c>, <3â), and <3b> are the same âS, or similar to, the

quantities specified by the American Society for Testing and Materials

i n' the standard [18].

Indicators of partial dìscharge intensity referred to internal par-

ti al di scharges may be cal I ed i ndj cators of i nternal parti aì dì scharge

ì ntensi ty .
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4.3 NEH NONMEASURABLE QUANTITY

It is convenient to introduce a net,l, nonmeasurabìe quantity. This

i s the average di scharge current transferred across the di schargi ng

cavity in the dieìectric, Ic. This current is defined in the folìowìng

way; its usefulness is demonstrated in Chapter VI.

The average discharge current transferred across the discharging

cavity in the dieìectric, Ic, is the sum of the rectìfied charge quant'i-

ties being transferred across the cavity during a certain time interval,

T, divided by this time interval:

t. = i tla.rl * lo.zl 
* lo.sl 

* ... + la.ilr
(4.7\

If all discharges are of equal magnitude, lO.l, this simplifies to

rc = nlqcl (4.8)

The average discharge current transferred across the discharging

cavity in the dielectric is expressed in coulomb/second (ampere).

As mentioned earlier, Ic is used to ascertain whether similar

condjtions exíst at the discharge sites in a set of insulation arrange-

ments. If the values of Is do not d'iffer sign'ificant'ly, "similar condi-

tions" prevail at the discharging cavities of a set.

4.4 PROPOSED NEI,I INDICATORS

It is proposed that the foììowing indicators of internal partiaì

discharge intensity, presented in Section 4.2, be considered separate'ly

for indivjdual groups of discharges (un), (lp), (up) and (ln):

<1a> aPParent charge, q,

<1b> repeti ti on rate, n,
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<2a> average discharge current, I,

<?b> quadratic rate, D,

<2c> discharge power, P.

New proposed indicators of ìnternal partia'l discharge intensity are

introduced in Table 4.1.

It may be notjced that nu¡, nlp, n¡O and nln are the components of

the repetition rate, n; Iun, Ilp, Iup and I1¡ are the cOmponents of the

average discharge current, I; Dun, Dlp, D¡p and D1¡ are the components

of the quadratic rate, D; and final'ly that Pu¡, Plp, Pup and P'¡¡ are the

components of the discharge power, P.

In addition, the nonmeasurable average discharge current trans-

ferred across the discharging cavity in the dielectric, Ic, 'introduced

in Section 4.3, wiì'l be considered separateìy for individual groups of

discharges (un), (lp), (up) and (ln), as shown in Table 4"?.

It may be noticed that lcun, Iclp, I6up and Iç'¡¡ are the components

of the average discharge current transferred across the d'ischarging

cavity, Ic.

4.5 A NEIil DEFINiTION OF DISCHARGE INTENSITY

It was proposed in the preceding section that

of internal discharges be considered separateìy for

discharges (un), (lp), (up) and (ln). Then, the

unl i ke di scharges wi I ì be equa'ì to

[u=ñun+rluP

and the repetitjon rate of like discharges wil.l be equal to

nl = ñln + nlP

the repetition rate

i ndi v'idual groups of

repeti ti on rate of

(4.e)

(4.i0)



Table 4.1

New Proposed Indicators of Internal Partial Discharge Intensity

indicators of Number, Name and Symbol of Indicator

Unl i ke Di scharges
in Negative
Ha'lf-Cycì e
(Group ( un) )

<1a( un)> Apparent Charge, Qun
<1b( un)> Repetition Rate, run
<2a(un)> Average Discharge Current, Iun
<2b(un)> Quadrat'ic Rate, Dun
<2c(un)> Discharge Power, Pun

Li ke Di scharges
in Positìve
Ha'l f-Cyc'le
(GrouP (lP))

<ia( I p)> Apparent Charge, 9l p
<1b(lp)> Repetition Rate, nlb
<Za(lp)> Average Discharge Cürrent, Ilp
<2b(lp)> Quadratic Rate, D1p
<2c(ìp)> Discharge Power, Plp

Unl i ke Di scharges
i n Pos'i ti ve
Ha] f-Cyc'le
(Group ( up) )

<1a(up)> Apparent Charge, Qup
< 1b ( up) > Repeti ti on Rate , rìuD

<2a(up)> Average Discharge Cùrrent, Iup
<2b( up)> Quadratic Rate, DuD

<2c( up)> Di scharge Power, Pup

Li ke Di scharges
'in Negati ve
Hal f-Cyc'le
(Group (ln))

<1a( I n) > Apparent Charge, Ql n
<1b(ln)> Repetition Rate, ñln
<2a( I n)> Average Di scharge Current, Il n
<2b( I n)> Quadratic Rate, Dl n
<2c( I n)> Di scharge Power, Pl n
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New Proposed Quantities of Average Discharge Current
Transferred Across the Discharging Cavity in the Dielectric

Tabl e 4.2

Non-Measurabl e

Quanti ty of Name and Symbol of QuantitY

Unl ike Discharges
in Negative
Hal f-Cycì e
(Group ( un) )

Average Discharge Current Transferred Across
the Discharging CavitY, Icun

Like Discharges
in Positive
Haì f-Cycl e
(Group (1p))

Average Discharge Current Transferred Across
the Di schargi ng Cav'itY, Icl p

Unl ike Discharges
in Positive
Haì f-Cyc'le
(Group ( up) )

Average Discharge Current Transferred Across
the Discharging CavitY, Icup

Li ke D'i scharges
in Negative
Ha'lf-Cycì e
(Group (ln))

Average Discharge Current Transferred Across
the Discharging CavitY, Icln
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It may be notjced that n, and n1 are the components of the repeti-

tion rate, n, which is one of the most commonly used indicators of

i nternal d'ischarge i ntensi ty [ 16,18]

tì=tì¡*tì.¡

= ñun + nlP + nuP + rìln (4.11)

The ratio nvl(n, + n1) may be used to defjne internal partiaì dis-

charge'intensity. The advantages associated with the use of this

definition are described in Chapters VI and VIII.

4.6 CONCLUSi ONS

The presentìy used definit'ions of indicators of internal partial

discharge intensity have been reviewed.

A new, nonmeasurable quantity, the average discharge current trans-

ferred across the discharging cavìty has been proposed. Its value will

be used in Chapter VI to check if "similar conditions" exist at all the

d'i schargi ng cavi ti es bel ongi ng to a set of i nsul ati on arrangements.

Based on the identjficatjon of four groups of discharges, new indi-

cators of discharge intensity have been proposed and a new definit'ion of

discharge intensity, the ratio nu/( ny + n1 ), has been introduced. The

advantages associ ated wi th i ts use w'i I I be described 'in Chapters V I and

VIII.
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CHAPTER V

COMPUTATIONS OF THEORETICAL VALUIS OF INDICATORS OF INTENSITY

5.1 INTRODUCT ION

In this chapter the model insulation arrangement and a set of

insulatìon arrangements are defined, which will be used to compute

theoretical values of the indicators of intens'ity proposed in the pre-

ceding chapter.

The procedures for computing theoretical values of indicators of

intensity for a set of insulation arrangements are developed. These

procedures empìoy not only the new and more accurate pattern of recur-

rence, but also the commonly used pattern of recurrence. The latter

procedure is developed to compare results derived from it with those

using the former procedure.

Also, the method of computing breakdown voìtage of air in a cavity

is chosen from the methods available in literature. These methods were

reviewed in Chapter II

5.? DETERMINATION OF MODEL INSULATION ARRANGEMENT

Theoretical computations were performed on a model arrangement of

insulation. As in earlier work [8], it consists of pìane ìayers of a

solid dielectric situated between two plane electrodes. One of the

i nternal 'l ayers has an arti fi ci al ai r- f i'l 'l ed cavi ty of a depth t equaì

to a thickness of the'layer and of a diameter d smaller than the dia-

meter h of the e'l ectrodes; th'i s en sures uni form el ectri c fi el d cond j -

tions in the cavity (before an inception of the first d'ischarge in this
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Fig. 5.1: Typica'l 'insulatìon arrangement-:- E - -electrodes; L - ìayers of dielectric; C

cavi ty; I - auxi I i arY i nsul ati on.

(oll =J þ) I =Q (c)/ -5

air-filled

(d) I =lO

;.1

Fig. 5.?: Insulation
¿) ten I aYers of

arrangements of:
di el ectri c [8] .

a) three, b) four, c) five, and
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cavity). A typical insulation arrangement is shown in Fi9.5.1. The

auxiliary insulation shown in Fig.5.1 is normally used in experìmental

work to ensure that partiaì discharges do not occur adjacent to the

el ectrodes.

Theoretical computations are carried out for jnsulation structures

comprised of 3 or more ìayers. When a sufficientìy high alternating

voìtage is applied between the eìectrodes, internal discharges occur in

the cavity.

The voltage applied is, as in earlier work [8], increased in pro-

portion to the number of layers, ì.e. if the voltage applied to three

layers is Va, that appìied to four ìayers is 4/3 Vu and so on. This

ensures that the average electric stress between eìectrodes, Eav, will

be the same for all the insulation arrangements. The average eìectric

stress, E¿y, is equaì to the appl'ied voltage djvided by the electrode

separation. It was proved, [8], that for such a case, the fictitious

voìtage Vç, across the cavity, in the absence of dìscharges, does not

vary substantia'l1y for a variation of number of layers from 3 to 10.

Also, it was proved as we1ì, [B], that the number i of discharges per

cycìe does not vary substantiaìly as the number of layers increases from

3 to 10. Fig. 5.2 shows the insulation arrangements and app'lied

voì tages.

Since theoretical computations are performed there is no need to

consider the insulation thickness to be comprised of layers. However,

for convenience of calculations, the thickness of the insulation is

expressed in multipìes lt of the cavity depth t. The considerations are

true for bulk and layered insulation. The number of layers is varìed

from 3 to 129.
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The capacitance c¿, F'i g.2.5, is considered to 'include alì coup'ling

and stray capacitances. Therefore the quantity h is not equal to the

geometr.ica] diameter of the electrode. It is assumed that the ajr in

the cavity is at atmospheric pressure' i'ê" p = 101'325 kPa' Each con-

sidered set of insulation arrangements wjll have on'ly one variable

quant.ity, nameìy the number of 'l ayers I . For each set Of i nsul atj on

arrangements the parameters: Ér, t, d, h, k, Eav' and f need to be

spec i fi ed.

5.3 PROCEDURE OT CO

For each considered set of insulation arrangements the procedure

usìng the nev, pattern of recurrence of internal discharges ìs as

follows. Alì computations were performed using a digitaì computer pro-

gram written in I¡IATFIV.

For a gi ven cavi ty depth the i nternal di scharge 'i ncepti on vo] tage

ViisobtainedasequaìtoV5¿,whereVu¿iscomputedusingtheformula

(2.1) from t6l. This method of computing V5¿ was chosen as it is the

mostaccuratefromthemethodsavailab]ein]iterature

Next, ÀVc and Vs are computed from (2.3) and (2.4) respectively'

The voltage-appìied to three layers, Va' is obtained as

V¿ = 3 E¿yt (5.1)

and 'i ts Peak val ue ì s

V¿ =rÆ V¿ (5'2)

Thecapacitancesrepresentedjntheequivalentcircuitshownin

Fig.2.5 are computed from the following formu'lae

r endz
C. = -----:--"4t

(5.3)
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(5.4)freoeîdz

4 n-1) t
T€o€r ,hz-az)

(5.5)

to-9 F

4lt

is the permittivity of vacuum.wherel €o =
36t m

The capacitances C5(l) and Ca(l) are functions of the number of

layers l. initiaìly a three ìayer dielectric, I = 3, is considered and

computations commence by caìcu'lating the values of the capacitances

C5(l) and C¿(l). For'l layers the peak value of the applied voìtage

Va(l) is computed as

i^- va (5.6)
3

Vc(l ) is obtained by substituting Cç,

V.{t) =
c5(l )

vu{t)

C5(l) =

C¿(l) =

va(l)

The peak val ue of the vol tage

Cs(l) anO vu(t) into (2.7)

Cc + Cu(l)
(5.i )

The voì tage

into (2.8)

The ratìot ù.{ I )/ûa( I ) ana ûq( I )/û¿ are

drop AV¿(l ) is obtained by substituting C5(l )

cs(j)

aì so computed.

, ca(l) and ÀVc

+ Cu(l)

obtai ned by substi tutì ng

The voltage ga'in

AVa(l) into (3.1)

Avcr(l ) =

The vol tage drop ÅVç¡( I )

AVcr(l) into (3.3)

ÂVu(ì ) = avc
c5(l) + Ca(l)

^Vcr( 
I ) i s obtaj ned by substi tuti ng Cs,

c5(l)
Àva(l )

cc

is

(5.8)

C5( I ) and

(5.e)

ÂVc and

ÂVç¡(ì) =AVc -AVcr(l) (5.10)
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It follows from (3.3) that the vo]tage vr(l ) is equaì to

Vr(l) = Vì - ÀVs¡(ì) (5'11)

Itfollowsfrom(3.4)and(3.5)thatthenumberm(l)ofjnternal

dì scharges per quarter-cycl e of a1 ternati ng voì tage i s the 'ì argest

i nteger which sati sfi es

m(l) ¡!
vc(l) - vr(l) = R(l) (5 .12 )

ÂVs¡( 1 )

where R(l) is the reference number as a function of l'

The numbers of di scharges per haì f-cycl e, i ( I ) ' per

and per second, n(l), are then computed from the following

j(l) = 2m(l)

i(l) = 4m(l)

n(l) = 4fm(l)

= fi(l) (5 .15 )

In generaì, the magnitudes of ind'ivìdual dìscharges djffer' How-

ever, on the bas'i s of the equì val ent ci rcui t of Fi g . 2.5 , wi th the

assumption that ÀVc+ = AVc-, all the djscharges are of equa.| magnitude

and the apparent charge q( ì ) i s equa'l to

I Àvc
c5(l) + Ca(l)

apparent charge has

of di scharges ( un) ,

cyc'le, i(l),

formul ae

(5 .13 )

(5 .14 )

(5 .16 )

(5 .17 )

the same val ue

(lp), (up) and

Simi I ar'ly, the charge qc(l ) actua'l1y transferred across the di s-

charging cav'itY 'is equa'l to

cs(l ) ca(l )

q(l )

qç(l) = [C.+

Therefore, theoret'ica'l lY , the

q( I ) for each of the four grouPS

= [ca(]) * "'o'l].1ava(l)- cc + Cg(ì)
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(ln), presented in Table 4.1. Hence, q(l) needs to be computed only

once. This is also true for the charge qs(l) actuaì'ly transferred

across the discharging cavity, and therefore th'is is true aS well for

the charge ratio q(l )/qc(l ) and for the squared apparent charge,

tq( I ) 12.

As in 127, it may be obtained, using (5.10), (5.16) and (5.i7),

that the charge ratio q(l)/qc(l) is equal to

q(l) _ c5(l) (5 .18 )
qç(l) Cç + C5('l)

and is independent of the capacitance Ca(l).

using (5.3) and (5.4) in (5.18) it may be obtained that [2]

q(l ) €r (5.le )

qc(l )

The squared apparent charge, Iq(l)]2, is equal to

CsCs( 1 )
iq(l)12 = ¡su(1) + 12 t ¡va(l )12 (5.20)

€r+l-1

Cc + Cu(l)

In general, the numbers of discharges in indjvidual groups (un),

(ìp), (up) and ('ln), shown in F'ig. 3.3 and in Table 4.1, are all

different. However, on the basis of the equìvalent circuit of Fi9.2.5,

with the assumption made that Vi and Vs are poìarity independent, it is

obtained that V'" also is poìarity independent. Therefore, as can be

Seen from F'ig.3.3, the group (up) is a "mirror image" of the group

(un), and the group (ìn) is a "mirror image" of the group (lp). Hence,

the theoretjcal analysis of individual discharges needs to be carried

out for two groups only, such as (un) and (1p). Therefore, half-cycìes,

between 270" el and 450o el in Fig.3.3, are anaìyzed. The computer

program written in \.|ATFIV analyzes i(l) discharges in such a half-
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cycle. It determines for each kth discharge the instantaneous value

V6¡(l) of the voìtage Vc(1) and the instantaneous value U¡(l) of the

appì ìed voltage V¿(ì ). If the value of U¡(ì ) 'is negatìve, the d'ischarge

is classified as an unlike discharge occurring jn the negative half-

cyc'le - group (un); if the value of U¡(ì) is positive or zero, the dis-

charge is classified as a like discharge occurring in the positive half-

cycìe - group (lp). The sums of the values of U¡(l ) are computed

separateìy for group (un) and group (lp). The numbers of discharges per

ha'lf-cycìe in group (un), iun(l), and in group (ìp), jtp(t), are also

computed.

The numbers of discharges per cycle in group (un),'iun(l), and in

group (l p) , 'i1p(l ) , are respectiveìy

íun(l) = iun(l) (5.21)

i1p(l) = itp(l) ß.22)

The repetition rates of group (un), nu¡(ì ), and of group (lp),

n1 p( ì ) , are respectì veìy

nu¡(ì) = fiun(l)
n1p(ì) = filp(l)

Since all discharges are of equaì magnitude, the d'ischarge powers

of group (un), Pun(l), and of group (lp), P1p(l), are computed from

simpìjfied formulae

I
Pun(l¡ = - q(l) Iu¡y¡(ì)

T

= fq(l) IU¡¡¡(ì)

(5 .23 )

(5.?4)

(5 .25 )

1
P1¡('l) = - q(l) IU¡u¡(ì).T

= fq(l) IU¡¡¡(l) (5.26)
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Since all discharges are of equaì magnitude, the average dìscharge

currents of group (un), Iun(l), and of group (lp), 11p(l), and the

quadratìc rates of group (un), Dun(l), and of group (lp), D1p(ì), and

also the average discharge currents transferred across the dischargìng

cavity of group (un), Icun(l), and of group (lp), Iç1p(l), are all

computed from simplìfied formulae and are respectiveìy

Iun(l) = np¡(ì) q(l)

11p('l) = n1p(1 ) q(l )

Dun(l) = nu¡(ì) tq(l)12

D1p(ì) = n1p(1) tq(l)12

Icun(l) = n¡¡(1) qç(l)

Iç1p(1) = n'¡p(ì ) qc(l )

ß.27\

(5.28)

(5 .2e )

(5 .30 )

(5 .31 )

(5.32)

The following statements are true for the indicators and quantities

presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2: those of group (up) are equaì to their

correspondents of group ( un) , and those of group ( I n) are equa'l to thei r

correspondents of group (lp).

Therefore the total indicators, which are presentìy in use, are

expressed in terms of the proposed new indicators as follows:

Sim'il arìY, the

expressed in terms of

n(l) = 2 [nu¡('ì) + n1p(l)J (5.33)

r(l)=z[run¡)+llp(l)] (5.34)

D¡) = Z [D¡¡(]) + D1p(l)J (5.3s)

p(l)=2[Pun(l)+P1p(])J (5.36)

total new nonmeasurabl e quanti ty, Ic ( I ) , can be

i ts proposed components as

Icil) = 2 u cun0) + Iclp(l)l (5 .37 )

across the di s-This total average discharge current transferred
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charging cavity is used as a criterion to check if "similar conditions"

exist'in the cavity, which has the same d'imensions for the whole con-

sidered set of insulation arrangements.

Si nce nu'('l) = n¡¡(l ) and n1n(ì ) = n1p('l ) , the repet'ition rates

unlike discharges, nr(l), and of like discharges, nl(l), are computed

nu(l)=run(l)+nrp(l)

of

AS

= 2 nu¡(ì)

n1(l) = n1¡(1) + n1p(1)

(5.38)

= 2 n1p(ì) (5.39)

The function nu(l)/[nr(l) + n'¡ (ì)J introduced as a ne\.r definition

of internal part'ial discharge intensity is computed next.

After computing nu(l)/tnu(ì) + nl(l)l tne computer program jumps to

the next number of ìayers I and proceeds as before until the computa-

ti ons are comp'l eted.

5.4 COMPARISON l,lITH PROCEDURE OF COMPUTATIONS
EMPLOYING COMMONLY USED PATTTRN OF RECURRENCE

In addition to the computations empìoyìng the new pattern of recur-

rence of internal discharges, the computations emp'ìoying the commonly

used pattern of recurrence l.Jere a'ìso performed for comparison. For each

considered set of insulatjon arrangements these computations proceed in

a manner simjlar to that outlined in Section 5.3. All the computat'ions

were performed using another computer program written in WATFiV. This

progratn has many common steps with the program presented in Section

5.3. A comparison of these two programs showìng the differences that
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of
exi st between computatì ons emp'loy'ing the two dj f ferent patterns

recurrence wi I I be outl i ned bel ow.

The computations jnitial'ly proceed as in section 5'3 using formulae

(5.1)-(5.8). Sjnce the vo]tage gain Àvç¡(1 ) js not consìdered here' the

next step js the determination of the number m*(l) of internal dis-

charges per quarter-cycle of alternating voltage'

It follows from (2.5) and Q'6\ that the number m*(l) is the

'l argest i nteger whi ch sati sf i es

vcn) - ve
= R*(l ) (5.40)

Âvc

where R*(l) js the reference number as a function of l.

The numbers of discharges per haìf-cyc'te' j(l)' per cyc'le' i(l)'

and per second, n(l), are g'iven here by the folìowing formulae

j(l) = 2m*(l)

i(l) = 4m*(l)

n(l) = 4fm*(l)

which, in general, do not Yield

(5.14) and (5.15) resPective'lY'

= fin) (5.43)

the same values as the formulae (5'13),

Next, the computatìons proceed as in section 5.3 usìng formulae

(5.16)-(5.39)withtheonlydifferencethattheanalysisofj(1)djs-

charges in the ha]f-cyc1e yje'lds, in general , different'instantaneous

values vç¡(1) and u¡(I) from those obtained in sectjon 5'3' Further-

more, .in general, all computed numbers of dìscharges are different from

those obta'i ned i n Secti on 5 .3 .

Therefore, ìn generaì, the values of all the indicators and quantì-

(5 .41)

(5.42)
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ti es expressed by formul ae ß .23 ) - ( 5 .39 ) are di fferent from those

obtained in Section 5.3.

The criterion for checking

dìscharge site is the .same as the

tions continue in the same manner

if "similar conditions" exist at the

one used in Section 5.3; the computa-

as in Section 5.3.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

The model insulation arrangement has been defined. Each arrange-

ment consists of one ajr-filled cavity, whjch Ís disc shaped with the

diameter of the disc exceeding jts thickness. The electric field in the

cavity is uniform. Such a choice is iustified from three points of

view. First, it is important to carry out such studies under uniform

field conditions. Second'ly, it allows the calculation of the inception

voìtage for the cavity with good accuracy. Lastìy, the electric stress

concentration factor for such cavitjes is equal to the relative permit-

tivity of the solid insulation and is higher than the factor which is

obtained with either a sphericaì cavity or a disc shaped cavity whose

thickness exceeds its diameter.

A set of insulation arrangements has been defined. The average

electric stress is the same for all the cases considered. The useful-

ness of the definition of a set will be demonstrated in the next

chapter.

Two procedures of computations of theoretical values of indicators

of intensìty for a set of insulation arrangements have been developed.

The fjrst procedure employs the new and more accurate pattern of recur-

rence. The second procedure, emp'ìoyìng the commonly used pattern of
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those of the fi rst pro-recurrence, 'is used to

cedure.

From the methods

been chosen to compute

available in

the breakdown

I i terature an

voìtage of air

accurate method has

in a cavìty.
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CHAPTER VI

EVALUATION OF iNDICATORS OF DISCHARGE INTENSITY

6.1 I NTRODUCT I ON

In this chapter the results of computations, carried out on a digi-

tal computer, are presented for a typica'l set of insulation arrange-

ments. The computations follow the two procedures described in the pre-

ceding chapter. First, the results of computations employìng the nev',

pattern are presented. Next, those empìoying the cornrnonìy used pattern

are shown for comparison. In both cases, the definition of a set pro-

duces "sim'ilar condjtions" at all the d'ischarging cavities belonging to

a set.

In this thesis the risk of insulation failure means the likelihood

that an'insulation will have a lifetime shorter than the expected l'ife-

time for that insulation.

"similar conditions" at the discharge site mean that the average

d'ischarge current transferred across the dischargìng cavity, Ic, shows a

re'l at'ively smal I var j ati on as the number of 'l ayers of a sol i d

dielectric, l, increases from 3 to 129, i.ê., forty three times.

In this thesis a stable indicator means the indicator which shows a

re'lative'ly small variation as the number of layers of a sol'id

dielectric, l, varies in a set of insulation arrangements. 0n the other

hand, an unstable indicator means the indicator which shows a sign'ifi-

cant variation as the number of layers of a solid dieìectric, l, varjes

in a set of insulation arrangements.

Since "similar conditions" exist at the discharge s'ite in a set of
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jnsulation arrangements, a desired 'indicator is a stable one. It may be

noted that generaìly a stable indicator fits the production line test of

an equipment, whereas an unstable indicator fits an in situ test of an

equìpment in service.

In thi s thesi s a more conservative assessment of the ri sk of

insulation failure means larger values of the indÍcators n, I, D, p, ru,

nl and nrl(n, + ¡'t ¡ .

The results of computations show that there are, in some cases very

serious, disadvantages associated with the appìication of the conrnon'ly

used indicators of intensity, and that a new proposed definition of

i ntens'i ty, as an i ndi cator, i s reì ati ve'ly free of these di sadvantages .

A comparìson of the results of computations empìoying two different

patterns of recurrence shows that when the repetition rate or a quantity

derived from it is used as an indicator, the new and more accurate

pattern leads, in genera'ì, to a more conservative assessment of the risk

of insulation failure than the commonly used pattern does.

6.2 RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS EMPLOYING NEl.l PATTERN OF RECURRENCE

The computations empìoyìng the new pattern of recurrence, whjch

were carried out on a digita'ì computer, followed the procedure defined

in Section 5.3. Tables 6.1-6.3 show the results of computations for a

typica'l set of insul ation arrangements with parameters as indicated.

Similar results were obtained for other typìca'l values of the parameters

€r, t, d, h, k, Eav and f.

Table 6.1 shows the results of computations of discharge intensìty

obtained by the application of the new definitÍon, the ratio n¡/(n, +
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Tabl e 6.1

Results of Computations of Indicators of Discharge Intensity
Employing New Pattern of Recurrence;

e, = 2.3, t = 36 pm, d = 10 mm, h = 40 mm,' k = 0.3, Eav = 13.1 kV/mm, f = 60 Hz

l Ic q Qc q

9c

n nu nl Ir,
nu+nl

i-l tlrAl I pc] t pcl t-l ts-11 i s-11 Is-1] t-l

3 7 .404 2750 5 141 0.5349 1440 360 1080 0 .250

5 6.464 1 405 3848 0 .365 I i6B0 480 I 200 0 .286

9 6 .117 7TT 3 186 0.2233 1920 600 1320 0.313

T7 5.474 358 2851 0.1257 1920 600 r3?0 0.313

33 5.795 180 2683 0 .0671 2160 720 1440 0.333

65 5.162 90 2598 0.0347 2160 720 i440 0.333

r29 5.521 45 2556 0.0177 2160 720 1440 0 .333
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Results of Computations Empìoying New Pattern
e, = 2.3, t = 36 Pm, d = 10 mm, h =' k = 0.3, EaV = 13.1 kv/mm, f = 60
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Tabl e 6.3

Computed Quantities Which are Identical
Employing Eìther Pattern of Recurrence;

e7 = ?.3, t = 36 l¡m, d = 10 mm, h = 40 mm,

k = 0.3, Eav = 13.1 kV/mm, f = 60 Hz

I vc q 9c g_
9c

q2

t-l tvl Ipc] t pcl t-l [(nc)2]

3 I070.2 2750 5141 0.5349 7.5630

5 L2r7 .4 1405 3848 0.3651 1.9733

9 1340 .4 7LL 3186 0.2233 0 .506 1

17 1425.0 358 28 51 0.1257 0 . i284

33 1475.8 180 2683 0.0671 0.0324

65 1503.9 90 2598 0.0347 0.0081

r29 1518.7 45 ?556 0.0177 0.0020
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nl). Aìso, the values of the component indicators, nu and ñ1, of the

new definjtion, the values of the two commonìy used ind'icators q and n,

and of the quantitìes 16, q. and q/qs are shown in Table 6.i.

Table 6.2 shows the results of computations of new proposed and

existìng indicators of discharge intensìty, and of quantitìes as indi-

cated.

The computed quanti ti es whi ch are i denti cal empì oyi ng e'i ther

pattern of recurrence are shown in Table 6.3.

It is seen from Table 6.1 that for a very ìarge variation of l,

f rom 3 to 129, the val ues of Ic vary between 5.162 and 7.404 pA on'ìy.

Furthermore, no definite trend ìs exhibited in this variation. There-

fore, Is may be considered to have sjmilar values as I varies from 3 to

L29. Thus the conditions at the discharge site may be considered to be

s'imi I a r.

Table 6.1 also shows that the apparent charge, q, one of the most

common'ly used indjcators of internal discharge ìntensìty It0-tA],

decreases to less than one sixtieth of its initial value as I increases

from 3 to 129. As an'indicator, q is therefore very unstable. In con-

trast, the new definition, the ratio nrl(nu + nl) is stable as an indi-

cator; its value varies from 0.250 to 0.333, an increase of about 33%,

as I i ncreases from 3 to i29.

0f the three remaining indicators n, nu and fl1, nl shows a varia-

t'ion sim'ilar to that of nu/(n¡ + nl). Both n and nu show a greater

variation. The commonly used'indicator, n, exhibits a variation of 50%,

whereas n, exhibjts a variation of 100%.

It can therefore be concluded that nr/(nu * nl) and nl are the two
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most stable indicators and are much more stable than the apparent charge

q.

Another interest'ing fact emerges from an examinat'ion of the results

in Table 6.1. As I varies from 3 to 129, gç decreases by only about 50%

from 5141 to 2556 pC. 0n the other hand, as pointed out earìier, the

decrease in q is comparative'ly ìarge. For the same variation in l, q

decreases from a value of 2750 to 45 pC. This cìearly shows that the

use of apparent charge, as an indicator, results in an underestimation

of the risk oi insulation failure when the amount of charge Qç actual'ly

transferred at the discharge locatjon is large compared to the measured

apparent charge q. Table 6.1 shows that the underestimation of risk

becomes more pronounced for ìarge l; the ratio q/qc becomes very small

for large'1. 0n the other hand, the new definition, the ratio nu/(nu +

n1), is sensibly constant as an indicator and therefore does not under-

estimate the risk of insulation failure.

The fact that the measured apparent charge q may be in some cases,

as for large 1 in Table 6.1, severaì orders of magn'itude different from

the amount of charge Qc actual'ly transferred at the discharge site has

been recognized for some time [19]. The probìems of apparent charge

measurements were recent'ly summarized in [19].

It is seen from Table 6.2 that as I varies from 3 to 129, the com-

ponents of n, i.ê., nun and n'¡O exhibit variations similar to those of

nu and n1 respectìveìy. Two latter variations as well as a variation of

n were discussed earlier jn this sectìon, Tabìe 6.1.

Table 6.2 also shows that the indicator I decreases to less than

one fortieth of its initial value as I increases from 3 to 129. As an
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indicator, I is therefore very unstable. Its components Iun and Ilp

decrease to less than one thirtieth and less than one fortieth of their

initjal values respectively, as I varies from 3 to I29. They too are

very unstabl e as i ndj cators.

it is seen from Table 6.2 that the ìndicator D decreases to less

than one two thousandth of its initial value for a variation of I from 3

to I29. As an indicator, D is therefore exceptiona'ì'ly unstable. Its

components Dun and D1O decrease to about one two thousandth and less

than one two thousandth of their initial values respectively, as l

varies from 3 to I29. They too are except'ionally unstable as indicators.

It can therefore be concluded that nu/(nu + nl) and n1, as the two

most stable indicators, are much more stable than the average discharge

current I and the quadratic rate D.

Table 6.2 also shows that for a variation of I from 3 to I29, the

values of P vary between 2.024 and 2.757 mW only. Furthermore, no

definite trend is exhibited in thjs variation. Since the discharge

power P Ís related to the degradatìon rate of the'insulation subjected

to discharges, a relativeìy small variation in P seems to confirm the

validity of using Ic to ascertain whether similar conditions exist at

the d'i scharge si tes i n a set of i nsul ati on arrangements. Tabl e 6 .2

shows that as an indicator, P is stable; its value varies about 36% as I

varies from 3 to 129. It is also seen from Table 6.2 that no definite

trend is exhibited in a variation of either component of P, i.ê., Pun or

Plp, as I increases from 3 to 129. For this varjation of ì, Prn varìes

between -0.I72 and -0.395 ffiW, a variation of about I30%, whereas Plp

varies between 1.304 and i.550 mW onìy, a variation of about 19%.
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Therefore, of the three ind'icators P, Prn and P1p, P'10 shows a smaller

variatjon than that of P, whereas Pun shows a greater variation than

that of P. Hence, as an indicator Plp is stable. It may be noticed

that the values of P¡¡ are negative which means that the energ)/ flow

associated with unlike discharges in the negatìve half-cyc'ìe is directed

from the insulation to the voìtage source. A'lso, the energy flow asso-

ciated wjth unlike d'ischarges in the positìve half-cyc'le is directed

from the insulatíon to the vo'ltage source.

It may be noticed that P1¡ is equal to P1p, since Pln is the cor-

respondent of P1p. It can therefore be concluded that the discharge

power of like discharges, Pl , which is the sum of P'¡n and P1O, and 'is

the component of the discharge power P, is also stable as an indicator.

However, as may be noticed from formula (4.6), the practicaì measurement

of the'indicator P, and its component of ljke d'ischarges, Pl , 'is more

difficult than the practical measurement of the new indicator, îu/(n, +

nl). It may be seen from formula (4.6) that the measurement of P or P1

requires the recording of the values of q¡ and U¡ for each kth d'ischarge

considered. It is very difficult to do so with good accuracy. 0n the

other hand, the measurement of nu/(nu + n1) requ'ires the recording of

the repetition rates nu and nl onìy. It is re'ìative'ly easy to do so

with very good accuracy.

It can therefore be concluded that the new definition of dìscharge

intensìty, the ratio nu/(n, + n1), which is stable as an ind'icator, ìs

easier to measure than the stable indicators, the discharge power P and

i ts component of I i ke di scharges Pl . Sjmi I arly, the i ndi cator nl i s

easier to measure than P and P1.

.ì;r,,..,,ir¿Ëf
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It is seen from Table 6.3 that the fictitious vo'ltage across the

cavity in the absence of discharges, i., increases by onìy about 40%

from 1070.2 to 1518.7 V, as I varies from 3 to I29. Thus the quantìty

Vc is sensibìy stable, which further strengthens the valid'ity of check-

ing that "similar conditions" do exist at all the cavities belong'ing to

a set of insulation arrangements defined in Chapter V.

Tabl e 6.3 al so shows that the squared apparent charge , g2 ,

decreases to less than one three thousandth of its initial value as l

increases from 3 to 129. As an indicator, qZ is therefore exceptìònaììy

unstabl e.

It can therefore be concluded that n¡/(nu + n'¡) and ñ1, as the two

most stable indicators, are much more stable than the squared apparent

charge , q2.

Another i nteresti ng fact emerges from an exami nati on of the resul ts

in Table 6.2. As I varies from 3 to I29, the reference number R

increases by about 50% from 6.I29 to 9.331. This increase is similar to

that of the repetition rate n. However, as one may also deduce from in-

equality (5.12), the variation of R is smoother than that of n.

6.3 COMPARiSON WITH RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS
EMPLOYING COMMONLY USED PATTERN OF RECURRENCE

The computations emp'loying the commonly used pattern of recurrence,

which were carried out on a digitaì computer, followed the procedure

defined jn Sect'ion 5.4. These computations were performed for compari-

son of the results obtained w'ith those employìng the new pattern of

recurrence. The results of the latter computations have been inc'ìuded
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in the preceding section. Tables 6.4 and 6.5 show the results of compu-

tatjons, employìng the commonìy used pattern of recurrence, for the same

typìcal set of insulation arrangements as considered ìn the precedìng

section, Tabìes 6.1-6.3. All parameters indicated in Tables 6.4 and 6.5

are identical to those in Tables 6.1-6.3. Similar results were obtained

for other typical values of the parameters €¡, t, d, h, k, tuu and f.

Comparing the results shown jn Table 6.4 with their correspondents

which were shown in Table 6.1 ìn the preceding section, one notices that

as I varies from 3 to 129, the quantity Ic*, and the indicators n*, ñu*,

n1* and nu*/(rìu* + nl*) exhibit variations sjmilar to those described in

the preceding section for the'ir correspondents Ic, n, ñu, nl and nr/(nu

+ n1) respectively. As point,ed out in the preceding section, Table 6.3,

certai n quant'i ti es are i denti cal emp'loyi ng ei ther pattern of recur-

rence. These are the voltage ûç, the charges q and qq, and the charge

ratio q/gc. Therefore, as I varies from 3 to 129, the 'indicator q*, and

the quantities qc* and q*/qc*, shown in Table 6.4, exhibit variations

identical to those described in the preceding section, Table 6.1, for

their identical correspondents Q, Qc and q/gc respective'ly. Aìso, the

variation shown by V. as I increases from 3 to L29, which was described

in the preceding section, Table 6.3, is valÍd for the common'ìy used

pattern of recurrence as wel I .

Comparìng the results shown in Table 6.5 with their correspondents

which were shown in Table 6.2 in the preceding section, it may be seen

that as I increases from 3 to I29, the quantit'ies R*, [*, flun*, nlp*,

I*, Iun*, Il p*, D*, Dun*, Dl p*, P*, Pun*, Pl p*, Ic*, icun* and Icl p*

exhibit varjations similar to those described in the preceding sect'ion
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Table 6.4

Results of Computatìons of Indjcators of Discharge Intensìty
Empìoyìng Common'ly Used Pattern of Recurrence;

e, = 2.3, t = 36Pm, d = 10 rnm, h = 40 mm,

k = 0.3, Eav = 13.1 kV/mn, f = 60 Hz

f*IC q* qc* q*

õ*
n* flu* nl* l.tt,*

nu*+ nl *

t-l [pA] I pc] I pc] t-l ts-11 Is-1] is-11 t-l

3 6 .170 2750 5141 0 .5349 1200 240 960 0 .200

5 6 .464 1405 384B 0.3651 1680 480 1200 0 .286

9 5.352 711 3186 0.2233 I680 480 1200 0 .286

17 5.474 358 2851 0.L257 1920 600 1320 0.313

33 5 .151 180 2683 0 .067 1 1920 600 1320 0.313

65 5.6t? 90 2 598 0.0347 2160 720 1440 0 .333

r29 5 .521 45 2556 0.0177 21 60 720 i 440 0.333



Results of Computat'ions EmpìoyÍng Commonìy Used Pattern of Recurrence;
e, = 2.3, t = 36Pm, d = 10 mm, h = 40 mm,

k = 0.3, Eav = 13.1 kv/mm, f = 60 Hz
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for their correspondents R, n, ñun, nlp, I, Iun, Ilp, D, Dun, Dlp, p,

P¡¡, P1p, Ic, I.un and I.'¡O respect'ive'ly. However, in this case, where

the commonìy used pattern of recurrence is employed, the fac.t that the

variation of R* is smoother than that of n* may be deduced from in-

equality (5.40).

Another interestìng fact emerges from a comparison of the results

of R, Tabìe 6.2, with those of R*, Table 6.5. It may be noticed that

for any tabulated value of l, the computed value of R is always greater

than that of its correspondent R*. It may also be noticed that the

difference between these correspondìng vaìues of R and R* decreases as l

increases from 3 to r29. This difference for I = 3 ìs equaì to 0.239,

whereas for I = I29 it is equaì to onìy 0.010.

As one may notice from inequalities (5.12) and (5.40), even a very

small difference between R and R* may cause a difference between the

repet'ition rates n and n*. This, indeed js the case of ì equaì to 33,

where R equal s 9.027, Tabl e 6 .2, and R* equa'l s 8.992, Tabl e 6.5, the

di f ference of 0.035 on'ly. However, the repeti ti on rates for I equa'l to

33 differ, since n equaìs 2160 t-l, Table 6.2, and n* equaìs 1920 s-l,
Tabl e 6.5.

It may therefore be concluded that since the computed value of R is

always greater than that of its correspondent R*, the values of the

repetition rate n, and the derived ìnd'icators i, D, P and the quantity

Ic, computed by emp'loying the new pattern, are always greater than or

equaì to the val ues of thei r correspondents ñ*, I*, D*, P* and Ic*

respectiveìy, computed by employing the con¡mon'ly used pattern. Comparìng

the values of n, I, D, P and Ic, Table 6.2, with those of their corres-

t
.ì
ìê.,:
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pondents [*, I*, D*, P* and I.* respectively, Tab]e 6.5, one may notice

that the above statement is true for all corresponding pairs of tabu-

lated values, one taken from Table 6.2, the other from Table 6.5. An

exampìe of this has been shown'in the preceding paragraph for the value

of n and that of its correspondent n* for the case of I equal to 33.

Since the new and more accurate pattern of recurrence of discharges

yields the values of indicators n, I, D and P which are greater than or

equal to those obtained by the appìication of the commonly used pattern

of recurrence, it may be concluded that, when the repetition rate n or a

quantity derived from it I, D or P is used as an indicator, the new

pattern leads, ìn genera'|, to a more conservative assessment of the risk

of insulation failure than the common'ly used pattern does. It may be

noted however that the indicators do not depend strongly on the choice

of a pattern of recurrence.

It may also be noted that the procedures of computations have been

devel oped on the bas'is of the commonly used equi vaì ent c'ircui t of the

dieìectric, shown in F'ig. 2.5. However, that circuit does not exp'lain

fuììy the behaviour of internal partia'l discharges. For instance, in

practice, when measuring the apparent charge, one obtains a d'istribution

of many val ues [1,8,13,20,2L,22,23,24,25,26f. The equiva'lent circuit

does not yie'ld this distribution and the apparent charge has the same

value for alì discharges.

6.4 CONCLUSIONS

The resul ts of

have been presented

carrì ed out on a d'igi ta'l computer,

set of i nsul ati on arrangements. The

computat'ions ,

for a typi ca'l
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computations followed the two procedures described in the preceding

chapter. First, the results of computations empìoyìng the new pattern

of recurrence of discharges have been presented. Next, those employing

the commonìy used pattern of recurrence of discharges have been shown

for comparison. In both cases, it has been pointed out that the defini-

ti on of a set produces " simi I ar condi tj ons" at al I the di schargi ng

cavities belonging to a set.

It has been shown that for "similar conditions" existing at the

di scharge si te i . e. simi I ar val ues of the average d'i scharge current

transferred across the discharging cavity, Ic, signifjcant differences

are obtained in the theoretical values of a presently used indicator of

discharge intensity, the apparent charge q. These significant differ-

ences are also obtained for the indicator I, the average discharge cur-

rent, and are even more pronounced for the indicator D, the quadratic

rate, and for the quantity q2, the squared apparent charge. 0n the

other hand, the theoretical values of the new proposed definition of

discharge intensity, the ratio n¡l(nu + ni ), do not dìffer signifì-

cantly.

As indìcators, the quantities n¡/(n¡ + n1) and nl are two most

stable ones, being more stable than the quantìt'ies n and nu. The

advantages associated with the use of the new indjcator nr/(ny + nl)

over the use of the indicators n1, n and nu wì'll be expìained in Chapter

VIII.

The indicators nu/(nu + nl) and nl are easier to measure than the

other two stable indjcators, the discharge power, P, and its component

of ljke discharges, P1. It has been explained that it is reìativeìy

- liìl



easy to perform the practìca'l measurements of nu/(n, +

very good accuracy, whereas i t i s very dj ffi cul t

practica'l measurements of P and P1 with good accuracy.
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) and n1 with

perform the

The apparent charge q often underestimates the rjsk of insulation

faìlure, whereas the new indicator nr/(n, + n1) does not do so.

The values of the dìscharge power of unlike discharges'in the

negat'ive half-cyc1e, Pun, are negative which means that the energy flow

associated with unlike discharges in the negative half-cycìe js directed

from the i nsul ation to the vol tage source. Aì so, the energy fl ow

associated with unl'ike discharges in the positive half-cycìe is directed

from the jnsulation to the vo'ìtage source.

The voltage Vç, the charges q and gc, ând the charge ratio q/q. are

the quantíties which are identical empìoying either pattern of recur-

rence. For all other tabulated quantitjes: rì, ñu, ñl , flup, [lp, I,

Iun, Ilp, D, Dun, Dlp, P, Pun, Plp, Ic, Icun, Iclp, and R, ìt has been

shown that their variations with I according to the new pattern are

similar to those of their correspondents according to the common'ly used

pattern: n*, ñu*, fll*, [up*, rì]p*, I*, Iun*, Ilp*, D*, Dun*, Dlp*, P*,

Pun*, Pl p*, Ic*, Icun*, Icl p*, and R*, respecti ve'ly.

It has been concluded from a comparison of the results of computa-

tions employing two different patterns of recurrence that when the

repet'ition rate or a quantity derived from it I, D or P is used as an

'indjcator, the new and more accurate pattern ìeads, ìn generaì, to a

more conservative assessment of the risk of insulation failure than the

com¡nonly used pattern does. It may be noted however that the indicators

do not depend strongìy on the choice of a pattern of recurrence.
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The procedures of computatÍons were developed on the basis of the

commonly used equiva'lent circuit, Fig.2.5, which, however, does not

expìain fu'ììy the behaviour of discharges. Therefore, a comparìson of

the resul ts of computati ons wi th recent'ìy pubì 'i shed experimental

results, for insulation arrangements 'identical to the one considered in

thi s thesi s, wìl I be presented 'in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER ViI

COMPARISON OF RESULTS

OF COMPUTATiONS l/JiTH PUBLISHED EXPERIMENTAL RISULTS

7.r I NT RODUCT I ON

I n thi s chapter the resul ts of computati ons are compared wi th

experimental results, publìshed in recent literature 120-221, obtaÍned

using ìaboratory model jnsulation arrangements identical to the one

considered in this thesis. The procedure of computations emp'loying the

new and more accurate pattern of recurrence of djscharges is used.

Reasonable agreement is found between experimentaì and computed

values of the apparent charge q, the repetitjon rate n and the distribu-

tion of discharge pulses 120-22). Severaì exampìes of this agreement

are shown.

7.2 COMPARiSON OF RESULTS

Experimental values of the apparent charge q, the repetition rate n

and the distribution of discharge pulses, obtained using insulation

arrangements identical to the one considered in this thesis, have been

reported in recent I iterature 120-221. Theoretical computations,

employìng the new pattern of recurrence, lvere performed on these insula-

tion arrangements. Several typicaì examples of a comparison of the

results of these computations with the experimental results are pre-

sented bel ow.

The value of the discharge coefficient k, k = (Vi - Vs)/Vi, for a

typìcal insulation is most often reported in the literature [1,2,4,7,8,

13,I4,221 within the range between 0.1 and 0.5, with the average of 0.3
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used in analytica'ì studies. 0f the three considered in this section

experimenta] studi es 120-22), 1n ttvo, 120,?If, the val ue of k has not

been reported. Therefore, the average value of k = 0.3 was assumed in

theoreti cal computati ons for the i nsul ati on arrangements from the

studies [20,zlf . In the experimenta'l study [22] the value of k has been

reported as presumed to be 0.5. 
,

Table 7.1 shows a comparison of the results of theoretical computa-

tions with the experimentaì results published in recent literature [20],

for the apparent charge Q, with parameters as indicated. The experì-

mental frequency f varied from 0.1 to 50 Hz [20]. The theoreticalìy

computed val ues of the apparent charge q are independent of the

frequency f.
It is seen from Table 7.1 that the computed values of q, whìch cor-

respond to average values, agree reasonabìy with the experimenta'ì values

of q. For each value of the diameter of the cavity d, Table 7.1, the

computed value Ís always smaller than the experimental peak value and is

not much different from the experimentaì most probable value. For

exampìe, for d equa'l to 5 mm, the computed value of 379 pC is smaller

than the experimental peak val ue of 800 pC, and i s not much di fferent

from the experimental most probable value of 500 pC.

Fig.7.l shows a comparison of the results of theoretical computa-

tions with the experimental results pub'ìished in the literature [21],

for the apparent charge versus appìied voltage, wìth parameters as indi-

c ated .

It is seen from F'ig. 7.I that the computed values agree reasonabìy

with the experimentaì ones. The computed values of q, which correspond

,--
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Compari son
Experimenta'l

e, = 2'3,
r_Éav -

Tabl e 7.1

of Results of Computations with
Resul ts Publ i shed i n Li terature [20] ;
t=0.18mm,h=25mm, l=3,

6.4556 kv/mm, assumed k = 0.3

d

Imm]

q

t pcl

Experimentaì, from Literature
Computed

Most Probable Peak

2 30 90 62

3.2 180 400 158

5 500 800 379
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to average vaìues, are aìways smaller than the experimental peak values

of q. The computed values of q are independent of the appìied voltage,

while the experimental peak values of q show very small variation with

the app'l i ed vol tage.

Fig.7.2 shows a comparison of the resulls of theoretical computa-

ti ons wi th the resul ts pubì i shed 'i n the I i terature [21] , for the

apparent charge, w'ith parameters as indicated. The results pubììshed

are the experimentaì ones as well as the theoreticaì'ly caìculated ones.

Relevant comparisons can only be carried out for the case when the

degradation of the insulation has not yet occurred, ì.ê., iust after the

voìtage appì ication to the 'insulatìon. Therefore, both the theoretical-

ìy computed value and the pub'lished theoretically calculated value are

shown for the time after the voltage appìication from 0 to 6.min.

It js seen from Fig. 7.2 that the computed value of q agrees

reasonab'ly wi th the pubì i shed experimenta'ì peak val ues of q. The com-

puted value of Q, which corresponds to the average value, is a'lways

smaller than the experimental peak va'lue. 0n the other hand, from Fig.

7.2, the pubìished theoreticaìly calculated value of Q, which corres-

ponds to the average value, does not agree with the experimenta'l peak

value pubìished in the same work [2i]. The calculated value is for some

samp'les larger than the experimentaì peak vaìue.

Fig.7.3 shows a comparison of the results of theoretical computa-

tions with the results published in the literature [21], for the appar-

ent charge and the repetition rate for half-cyc'les, with parameters as

i ndi cated. The pubì i shed resul ts ì ncl ude experìmental as wel I as

theoreti caì ly obtai ned resul ts. Si nce the publ ì shed resul ts of the
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repetition rate have been expressed for haìf-cycles in the literature

[2i], the theoretical computations for the comparison, Fig. 7.3, were

also performed to obtain the repet'ition rate for half-cycìes. It may be

noted that the computed repetition rate for haìf-cycles'is equaì to one

half of the corresponding total repetition rate n. Therefore, the

relationships which are true for the former repetition rate are also

true for the latter one.

The experimental graph, Fig. 1.3, shows the accumulative distribu-

tion of discharge pu'lses in a cavity. The values theoretically computed

in this thesis as well as those theoreticalìy calculated in [2i] form

the strajght lines of the accumulative distribution of discharge puìses

in an ideal cyìindricaì cavity, Fig. 7.3.

It is seen from Fig. 7.3 that the computed distribution agrees

reasonably with the pubìished experimental one. The computed distribu-

tion, which corresponds to the average value of 9, has all the dis-

charges of q = 34 pC, which is smaller than the experìmental peak vaìue

of about 80 pC, Fig. 7.3. 0n the other hand, from Fig. 7 -3, the

published theoreticalìy caìculated distribution does not agree with the

experimental one pub'lished in the same work lzL). The calculated dis-

tribution, which corresponds to the average value of Q, has all the

discharges of q = 90.3 pC, which is ìarger than the experimental peak

value of about B0 pC.

It may be noticed from Fig. 7.3 that the computed value of the

repetition rate for haìf-cycìes, which is equaì to 500 t-1, seems to

agree with the pubìished experimental one. The experimental graph ends,

at the apparent charge of about 10 pC and the accumulative repetìtion
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rate for hal f-cyc'l es of about 350 s-1, probably because the measurements

have not been performed for smaller thresholds of the apparent charge.

Those measurements, had they been performed, cou'ld only add an addit'ion-

al number of discharges to the experimentaì value of about 350 s-1,

therefore makìng the experimentaì value closer to, or probably even

exceeding, the value of 500 s-l computed in this thesis. 0n the other

hand, from Fi9.7.3, the published theoretically ca'lculated value of the

repetition rate for half-cycìes, which is equaì to 164 t-1, does not

agree with the published experimentaì one. The experimenta'l vaìue,

which has been reported as equal to about 350 t-1, would djffer even

more from the calculated value of 164 t-1, if the above mentioned

measurements had been performed.

Fig.7.4 shows a comparison of the results of theoretjcal computa-

tions with the experimenta'l results pubìished Ín recent literature 1,22f,

for phase di stri buti on of di scharge pul ses , w'i th parameters as i ndi -

cated. The experimental distribution is obtained for the case when the

degradation of the insulation has not yet occurred, i.e. just after the

voìtage appìication to the insulation.

It is seen from Fjg.7.4 that the computed phase distribution is

similar to the experimenta'l one. Most of the experimentaì discharge

puìses occur in the same phase windows, each of 15o el width,'in which

the theoretical pu'lses, from computations, occur.

7.3 CONCLUSI ONS

The resul ts of

resul ts, pub'l ì shed i n

computations have been compared wjth experimental

recent I jterature 120-22f , obta'ined using labora-
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tory model insulation arrangements identical to the one considered jn

th'is thesi s. The procedure of computati ons emp'l oyi ng the new and more

accurate pattern of recurrence of d'ischarges has been used.

Reasonable agreement has been found between experimental and com-

puted values of the apparent charge Q, the repetition rate n and the

distribution of discharge pulses 120-221. Several examp'les of th'is

agreement have been shown.
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CHAPTIR VII I

ADVANTAGIS ASSOCIATED l^IITH USE

OF THE NEl^l DEFINITION OF DISCHARGE INTENSITY

8.1 I NT RODUCT I ON

In th'is chapter the advantages assoc'iated wi th the use of the new

definition of discharge intensity, nr/(n, + nl), as an indicator, over

the use of the indicators q, ñ, ñu and n1 are expìained.

It is shown that the apparent charge q, the repetition rate n, and

its components nu and ñ1, are all influenced strongìy by the value of

the discharge coefficient k, whereas the nevr proposed indicator n¡/(nu +

nl) is virtually free of this undesirable dependence. The undesirabil-

ity of dependence of an indicator of discharge intens'ity on k is

expì ai ned.

8.? RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS EXAMINING DEPTNDENCE

OF DiSCHARGE INTENSITY ON DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT

Fig.8.1 shows the computed dependence of the quantities n, flu, rl,

nr.¡/(nr + nl ) and q on the dì scharge coefficient k, k = (Vi - Vs)/vi .

The values of k considered are the typicaì values reported in the liter-

ature l1 ,2 ,4 ,7 ,B ,13 ,14 ,22f . They have been deal t wi th i n the second

paragraph of Section 7.2. The parameters of the insulation arrangement

and the voltage range considered are identical to those considered in

recent experimentaì study 1221. The procedure of computations employing

the new and more accurate pattern of recurrence of discharges was used.

It is seen from Fig.8.1 that the apparent charge q, the repetition

rate n and the indicalors nu and nl are all influenced strong'ly by the
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value of the coefficient k. However, the values of nr/(nu + n.¡) are

virtua'ììy free of this undesirable dependence. It may be noted that q

is independent of vo'ltage and hence its values have been tabulated. As

the value of the coefficient k varies from 0.1 to 0.5, the apparent

charge q increases about five tjmes from 4.8 to 24.2 pC.

A decrease 'in the coef f i ci ent k imp'l i es more di scharges of smal I er

magnitude whereas an increase imp'lies fewer discharges but of larger

magnitude. It is possible that the value of k may change during the

course of an experiment. Moreover the value of k may differ from one

insulating material to another, and often its exact value is not known.

It is doubtful that the risk of insulation failure will change signifi-

cantìy with change in the value of k on'ly. Since the nevr indicator,

nul(n, + nl), has insìgn'ificant dependence on k, it is considered to be

free from a disadvantage associated with other indicators such âs Q, n,

nu and n1 .

It may be noted that the measurement of the total discharge repeti-

tion rate n is not considered as an insignificant ìndicator. Since the

value of n must be used in the calcuiation of the discharge energy loss,

which is directìy related to the degradation rate of the insulation sub-

iected to discharges, the ind'icator n constitutes one of the more useful

measures of the internal partiaì discharge effect. However, due to the

reason given in the last sentence of the preceding paragraph the new

indicator, nr/(n, + n1 ), is considered to be free from a disadvantage

associated wjth the indicator n. It may also be noted that since n = nu

* nl , then the app'l ication of the new indicator, nr/( n, + nl ) , when

obtai ned by the measurement of nu and ñl , i nvol ves the i nformati on

---
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needed to know the val ue of n as the sum of n, and n.¡

8.3 CONCLUS IONS

The advantages associated with the use of the new definition of

discharge intensity, nr/(nu + nl), as an indicator, over the use of the

ind'icators q, n, n, and n1 have been expìained.

It has been shown that the apparent charge Q, the repetition rate

rì, and its components nu and rl, are all influenced strongly by the

value of the discharge coefficient k, whereas the new proposed indicator

nL¡/(n¡ + n1 ) is v'irtuaììy free of this undesirable dependence. The

undesirability of dependence of an indicator of discharge intensity on k

has been explained.
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CHAPTER iX

CONCLUSI ONS

9.1 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The main obiective of this thesis has been to propose a new defini-

ti on of i nternal parti a'l di scharge i ntensi ty whi ch, as an i ndi cator, 'i s

relatively free fron dìsadvantages associated with present'ly existing

i ndi cators.

Based on the results of analytical and digitaì studies, and also a

comparison with experimental studies pub'lished in recent literature, the

following concìusions are drawn:

1) The presentìy used indicators of discharge intensity, the

apparent charge q and the repetition rate n, depend strong'ly on the

value of the discharge coefficient k. The new proposed indicator is

virtual'ly free of this undesirable dependence.

2) The results of computations indìcate that for "similar condi-

tions" existing at the discharge site i.e. similar values of the average

dfscharge current transferred across the discharging cavity, Ic, s'igni-

ficant dÍfferences are obtained in the theoretical values of a presently

used indicator of discharge intensity, the apparent charge q. The

theoretical values of the new proposed indicator, nu/(nu + n1), do not

di ffer s'i gni ficantìy.

3) The apparent charge q often underestimates the risk of insula-

tion failure, whereas the new proposed indicator does not do so.

4) The values of q and n cornputed by the procedures adopted jn

the thesÍ s agree reasonabìy wi th experimenta'ì resul ts pubì ì shed i n
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recent literature for identical insulation arrangements.

5) The results of computations show that for "sìmilar conditions"

exist'ing at the discharge site, significant differences are obtained in

the theoretical values of less frequent'ly used indìcators of discharge

intensity, the average discharge current I and the quadratic rate D,

whereas, as pointed out above in the conclusion 2), the values of the

nerv proposed indicator do not differ significantly.

6) The results of computations reveal that for "símilar condi-

tions" existing at the discharge s'ite, the values of a less frequently

used indicator of d'ischarge intensity, the discharge power P, do not

differ significantìy. However, the new proposed indicator is easier to

measure than the ìess frequentìy used indicator P.

7\ A comparison of the results of computations emp'loying two

different patterns of recurrence of discharges, the new and more accur-

ate pattern, and the commonìy used pattern, indicates that when the

repetition rate or an indicator derjved from it I, D or P is appìied,

the new pattern leads, in generaì, to a more conservative assessment of

the risk of insulation faiIure than the con¡monly used pattern does. It
may be noted however that the 'indicators do not depend strong'ìy on the

choice of a pattern of recurrence.

9.2 RELEVANT OBSERVATIONS

For the insulation arrangements studied, the folìowing observations

are made:

1) The values of the discharge power of unlike discharges ìn negat'ive

haìf-cycle, Pun, Table 6.2, are negative which means that the energy
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isflow associated with unlike discharges in the negative half-cycle

directed from the insulation to the vo'ltage source. Aìso, the energy

fl ow associ ated wi th unl i ke di scharges i n the posi tive haì f-cycl e i s

directed from the insulation to the voìtage source.

2l The above observati on 1) car'ì be expì ai ned by the f act that the

electric current exchanged between the voltage source and the insulation

due to a discharge is the result of the vo'ltage drop Âv¿ across the in-

sulation. This current flov., occurs during the recharging of the insula-

tion from the vo]tage source when the compensating voìtage gain AV¿r^ is
produced. For like discharges the voìtage drop AV¿ is positive, there-

fore the current flows from the source to the insulation and recharging

it, produces the positive voìtage gain av¿¡. However, from Fig. 3.3,

for unlike discharges the voltage drop Av¿ is negatÍve, therefore the

current fl ows from the i nsul ati on to the source and produces the

negative voìtage gain Âvar. Hence, the energy flow associated with

unl i ke di scharges, i n the posi ti ve as wel I as i n the negati ve

half-cycìes, is directed from the insulation to the voìtage source.

3) The difference between the two patterns of recurrence of dis-

charges, the new and more accurate pattern, and the conrnonly used

pattern, dimi ni shes as the i nequaì i ti es Ca

pronounced. The above inequaìities are true for most practicaì insula-

tion systems but may not be true for many laboratory modeì insulation

systems.

4) The above observation 3) can be exp'lained by the fact that, from

Fig.4.1 (in the AppendÍx) or Fig. 3.2, the d'ifference between the two

patterns diminishes when the voltage drop ÂV." becomes smaller in com-
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parison to the voìtage drop ÀVs. It follows from formula (3.1) that as

the Í nequaì i ty Cc

becomes smaller in comparison to the voltage drop Avu. Next, it foìlows

from formula (2.8) trrat as the inequaìity ca >> C5 is more pronounced,

the voltage drop ÂV¿ becomes smaller in comparÍson to the voìtage drop

avc. Therefore, avcr becomes srnaller in comparison to Âvç, as the

fnequaìities C¿ >> C5 and Cc >> C5 get more pronounced.

9.3 MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS

1 ) A novel approach to defi ne i nternal parti aì di scharge j nten-

sity, as the ratio nu/(n, + nl), based on an introduction of repetitìon

rates of unl i ke di scharges Ds, and of I i ke di scharges nl , has been

suggested and examined.

2) Based on an identjfjcation of four groups of discharges the

new indicators of discharge intensity have been introduced and examined;

further combining of these groups in two groups has led to the intro-

duction of the indicators n, and n1.

3) A novel approach of examinìng the indjcators for an undesir-
'lity of their dependence on the value of the discharge coefficient k,

been suggested and carried out.

4) Detailed studies have been conducted to examine the advantages

of empìoying the new proposed indicator, nu/(ny + ¡1¡, in p'lace of other

new proposed as well as traditionally used indicators.

5) A new concept of checking that "simil ar condìt.ions,', which

were introduced in earlier work, do exist in a set of insulatjon

arrangements, based on an introduction of the new, nonmeasurable

abi

has
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quantity Ic, has been suggested and used.

6) Two patterns of recurrence of discharges, the new and the

commonìy used, have been compared for the difference of their assessment

of the risk of insulation faiIure.

7\ Two neu, procedures of digitaì computations of theoretfcal

values of the new and present'ly used indicators for a set of insulation

arrangements, one applying the introduced in earlier work, new and more

accurate pattern of recurrence of discharges, and the other applying the

commonly used pattern, have been deveìoped and used.

B) A comparison of theoretical values of two most commonìy used

indicators of discharge intensity with published experimentaì results

has been carried out.

9.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES

1) Investigating experimentaìly the effect of the value of the

new indicator, n¡/(n¡ + nl), on the lifetime of an insulation exposed to

internal partial discharges, for various insulation arrangements and

i nsul ati on materi al s.

2\ Studyi ng experimental 'ly the possÍ bi I 'i ty of establ i shi ng the

"safe" values of the new indicator for various types of insulation and

service conditions.

3) Investigating experimentalìy the "mirror image" relation

between two groups of discharges in a pair of like discharges - groups

(ln) and (lp), as well as in a pa'ir of unlike discharges - groups (un)

and ( up) .
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AP PEND I X

TYPiCAL ENERGY BALANCE CALCULATION

A typi ca'l energy bal ance cal cul at'ion 'i s presented for the case of

discharges shown in Fig. 4.1, in order to illustrate the effect of

neg'l ecti ng, ì n the commonly used pattern or recurrence ' ì nsul atì on

recharging from the voltage source.

The three energy states of Table 3.1, which were introduced in [2],

allow one to calculate the energy dissipated due to a discharge as

ÂEdiss - Ec" + Eb' * Ea" - Ec' - Eb' - Ea' (A'1)

and the energy suppìied due to recharging from the voltage source aS

aEsupp - Ec" * Eb" * Eu" - Ec" - Eb" - Ea" (A'2)

The total energy change due to a discharge and subsequent re-

charg'i ng i s

ÂE = ÀE¿'¡ss + ÂEsupp

- Ec,, * Eb" * Eu"' - Ec' - Eb' - Ea' (4.3)

The values of ÂEdiss, ÂEsupp and AE will be calculated from (A'1),

(A.Z) and (A.3) respectìve'ly, for individual discharges applying the new

pattern of recurrence of discharges.

l,lith the appl'icatjon of the pattern of recurrence commonìy used ìn

literature the energy dissipated due to a discharge is calculated from

and the energy supp'lied due to recharging from the voìtage source is

cal cul ated from

ÂE¿i5s*=-(c.+ 
cbca ) Âv.(vj-;avc)

Cb+Ca
(A.4)

aEsupp* = (ca - #h) ^va 
(v. - ; ava) (A.5 )
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Fig. 4.1: Case of discharges used to conduct typica'ì energy balance:
V, Va - new patterni V*, Va* - commonly used pattern; numbers I, ?,
3,4;5 - indìcate consecutive dìscharges according to new pattern;
nurnbers l*, 2* , 3*, 4*, 5* - i ndicate consecuti ve di scharges
according to conÌnonly used pattern.
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The total energy change due to a discharge and subsequent recharg-

i ng i s cal cul ated from

ÂE* = AEdi ss* + AE5upp* (A.6 )

The values of ÂE¿iss*, ÂE5¡oo* and ÂE* will be calculated from

(4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) respectively, for individual discharges appìyÍng

the pattern of recurrence commonly used in literature.
The foììowing values were assumed; the capacitances in capacitance

units, cc = 1, cb = 1, and c¿ = 1; the inceptíon voltage in voltage

units, vi = 8; the discharge coefficient k which is dimensjonless, k =

1/2. Let us also assume that the voltage ûç = Vi, therefore is = g, ìn
voltage units. This is the case of discharges shown in Fig. A.l. It
can be obtained that the voìtage drops or gains in vo'ltage units are,

ÂVa = 4, AVa = ÂVar = 2, AV5 = 2, ÂVs, = 1, AVbr = 1, ÂVs¡ = 3, ÂV5¿ =

3, and that the voìtage ûa = 16, in voltage units.

We first apply the new pattern of recurrence and the energy states

of Table 3.1 lzl. It can be obtained that, in energy units (where

energy unit is the product of capacitance unit and the squared voìtage

unit) for discharge 4:

Ec4' = 32,

Eb4' = z,

Ea4' = 50,

and for di scharge 5:

Ec5' = 32,

Ebs' = 32,

Eas' = I2B,

Ec4' '

Eb4' '

Ea4' '

8,

8,

32,

8,

50,

98,

Ec5' '

Ebs' '

ta5' '

Ec4"' = 25/2,

Eb4"' = 25/2,

Ea4"' = 50,

Ecs"' = 25/2,

Ebs"' = rzr/2,

Eas"' = L28-
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The energy changes for discharge 4 are:

ÀEdiss4 - Ec4" 4 Eb4" * Ea4" - Ec4'- Eb4'- Ea4'

= -36

ÂEsupp4 = Ea4"'* Eb4"'* Eu4"'- Ec4" - Eb4" - Ea4"

=27

ÀE4 = ÀEdi ss4 + ÂEsupp4 = -36 + 27 = -9

Next, the energy changes for discharge 5 are:

ÂEdisss = EcS" + EbS" * Ea5" - EcS' - Ebs'- Ea5'

= -36

ÀEsupps = EaS"'* Ebs"'* Eus"'- Ecs" - Ebs" - Eas"

=45

ÂE5 = AEdi sss + AEsupp5 = -36 + 45 = 9

Then,

ÂE+AS = ÀE4 + ÂE5 = -9 + 9 = 0,

for hal f cycì e of di scharges 4 and 5.

The results of such an analysis of discharges 2 and 3 are identical

to those obtained by analysis of dìscharges 4 and 5 respectiveìy (all

correspondìng voltages are oppos'ite so that their squares are identi-

cal).

Therefore,

ÀEZA¡ =AE4¿5 = 0

Since ÂEZA3 + ÂE465 = 0 + 0 = 0, for one cycle of discharges 2,

3, 4 and 5, the energy balance is satisfjed when apply'ing the new

pattern of recurrence.

We now apply the pattern of recurrence commonly used in litera-

ture. It can be obtained that, ìn energy units, for discharge 4*:
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ÀE¿i554* = -36 ( =Ât¿i554)

and since V¿4* = 8 ( I V¿4 = 10),

ÀEsupp4*=21 (lÂEsupp4=27\

therefore,

ÂE4* = ÂE¿i ss4* + ÂEsupp4* = -36 + 2I -- -I5 (l LEa = -9 )

Next, it can be obtained that for djscharge 5*:

ÂE¿i5s5* = -36 ( =ÂE¿i555)

and sirce V¿5* = 16 ( = VaS),

AEs¡pp5*=45 ( =ÅE5¡pp5)

therefore,

ÂE5* = AE¿i5s5* + ÂEsupp5* = -36 + 45 = 9 (= ÂES)

Then,

ÀE4*¿5* =AE4* + ÂE5* = -15 + 9 = -6 (lÀE+aS = 0),

for half cycìe of discharges 4* and 5*.

The results of such an analysis of discharges 2* and 3* are'identi-

cal to those obta'ined by analysis of discharges 4* and 5* respectìvely

(all corresponding voltages or voìtage drops are opposjte so that cor-

responding energy changes are identical).

Therefore,

ÂE2*¿3*=AE4*&5*=-6

since ÂE2*¿3* + ÀE4*&5* = -6 + (-6) = -I2 I 0, for one cycle of

dischargeS 2*,3*, 4* and 5*, the energy balance is not Satisfied when

appìying the pattern of recurrence commonly used in lìterature.


